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The amazing TFTW HouseBand

© Paul Harris
Brian Clark, John Spencely, Claire Hamlin, Sid Phillips, Robb Davies, Alex Bland captured
by Paul Harris soon after the finale of the greatest British Rock’n’Roll stage show ever.
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A
Hi Keith,
superb show; I enjoyed
Just a word to say thanks for the
every performer including those
gig on Sunday, I thought it was brilliant,
I'd never heard of and not seen before I liked it even better than when Cliff was
Bobby Thompson and Karl Terry. And the
on, thoroughly enjoyed it. It's something that Houseband just keeps getting better and better.
will probably never be repeated again, a one John's great lead guitar (he should play for Chuck
off. The missus took some videos of the gig Berry!), the great tenor sax made it really rock, as
but they didn’t come out too well, but the
did Claire's fantastic keyboard work, and for once
sound was terrific.
her piano was loud enough in the mix to really hear
Keep in touch, best regards
it.
Sid Phillips
I thought Chas's performance was great,
including the stories he told between numbers.
Roy Young and Kingsize Taylor also great.
Dear
And the jam session at the end made
TFTW members,
a great atmospheric finish.
supporters, and fans,
Tony Papard
Keith on the 21st April 2013 achieved the
impossible dream. Not only did he prove that the
old North - South divide does work, I think that he
proved that it could have also worked 55 years ago. It was
just one big Rock'n'Roll Family, and for me, with this being a
Star-Club connection show, made it a most pleasurable
evening.
I would like to add that I personally, do not like the use of the word
Star, when used as a description of a front man, as I was on this
show. For me, the TFTW Houseband were the stars of the night;
their dedication was unsurpassable, for which I sincerely thank
them. Without their support, the person at the front is, potentially,
a busker relying on his name only.
I would also like to thank Chas, Roy, Bobby, Karl, Beryl, and
Sid for the memories of the good old days, making this
show an enjoyable evening for everybody who
attended.
Alex and Sid © Paul Harris
Here's to the next time, let the good times
roll.
First
Ted (Kingsize) Taylor
time going to a TFTW event
last night (Borderline), must say what
Wished I was there to
a great night it was. Never heard of a
join in with what sounds like a
couple on the bill until now but wow, blown
fabulous night of friendship and of
away. And one of the best housebands I've
course, some of the best music ever
heard for a long, long time, the keyboardist
created. Long live Rock’n’Roll and
especially was excellent.
best wishes to all Woodies!
Keep up the good work.
Dick Taylor
Denis Hoare
Claire Hamlin
© Paul Harris
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Hi Keith,
Just a quick message to congratulate you on your
night last night. I did think it was the best one yet and thought the lineup was spectacular. Really enjoyed the possibility of seeing Merseybeat acts
without having to travel to Liverpool or Hamburg. I thought the standard was top-notch and
the Houseband just go from strength to strength.
If you are short of further Liverpool talent can I suggest Sam Hardie who was also formerly in
Kingsize's Dominoes and plays a mean piano with some great Rock’n’Roll numbers. Also
Geoff Nugent and Brian Jones formerly of The Undertakers... they really are the real deal.
Geoff's voice is raw and powerful and Brian plays some mean sax. Anyway all
the best and here's to No.9 in January. Already can't wait!
Regards, Gary & Clive
Thank you
for arranging one marvellous night of
rock n roll!!
Bunter
MC Lee
© Paul Harris
Great show - really enjoyed it. I thought Nick's Vinyl blog ok but
© Paul Harris
disagree totally with his dismissal of Chas Hodges who I thought was
fab. And I really enjoyed his chat about life in the Outlaws etc.
In fact I have a suggestion for next year. Currently there is a fad for artists to perform
a complete album in a show. Why not get Chas Hodges to recreate the Jerry Lee Lewis
Live at the Star Club Hamburg album for a show? Preceded by Graham Fenton doing Gene
Vincent with Chas on bass!! Also I missed Beryl's show in January so her doing Hi Heel
Sneakers on Sunday made me long for more. Any chance of her doing another show?
I loved all the artists (Bobby Thompson and Karl Terry were new to me although I had seen
Kingsize before in 1964) and would gladly see them all again!! (but was it necessary for Roy
Young to continually use the F word? He's so talented he doesn’t need to shock! I can get that
from edgy comedians who think it’s funny to continually swear!). Finally a heap of praise for the
Tales from the Woods Houseband who I thought were GREAT!!!
One final thought - it was interesting that quite a few Fats Domino songs were featured by
all the artists. Although he's the biggest selling 1950s RnR star after Elvis, few of his
songs seemed to be covered at the time by UK groups. In fact I expected to hear
a few songs associated with The Coasters as most UK groups plundered
their repertoire at the time so I was surprised they were not featured.
Keep up the good work.
Brendon McGuinness
Hi Ken,
Great to see and meet up with you at
the Borderline yesterday. A great show by
Rockin' Artists of the Star Club era who came to
entertain us and did. Fabulous atmosphere and lovely
people; can't wait till the next show. Well done to
Keith & gang.
Keep Rockin' John Fisher
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Thanks for great show,
we really enjoyed it. Beryl, again
what a voice.
Rockin’ regards
Liz and Ed Evans - 2 woodies!

Keith Woods says:

“Finally, after more than 70
issues, I get to introduce the
page that I compose, so...
HOLD MY FOURTH PAGE!”
(What, I don’t even get the Third Page?!)
Hi Gang.
If that was not the best British Rock’n’Roll show ever staged in London, or indeed anywhere else
nationwide, I will certainly eat one of my hats. I don't like to boast but I reckon both the January and
April shows have never been equalled by any other organization here in the U.K. Tales From The
Woods is justly proud of what we have achieved.
None of that would have been possible without the professionalism and dedication of our
Houseband and the many long hours spent in rehearsal prior to the event so that everything ran like
clockwork on the night. Nor without those who work so hard behind the scenes as I described in
depth in our previous issue. All the wonderful artists, as they were in January and in previous years,
were really up for it and just could not wait to tread those Borderline boards and do what they do
best - Rock'n'Roll - with what often seems like born again energy and enthusiasm. What can I say
that has not already been said or written about within these pages except to quote myself from Issue
72 - Wow!!! did we really do that?
However we can only continue to put on the greatest British Rock’n’Roll shows in history if folks turn
out to support us. Numbers for the April gig were noticeably down on January, and we want to see
those numbers back again to keep that old wolf from the door. A massive “Thank you” to all those
who attended, many once again travelling incredible distances, as far as Aberdeen up there in
bonnie north east Scotland, also the north of England, Wales and its neighbouring border counties,
and the far West of our
Isles were represented
too.
As a reminder of what
was a truly
unforgettable evening,
which is indeed very
unlikely to be repeated,
here is a photo for both
those who were lucky
enough to be there
and, for those who
were not, what they
missed, the finale of all
our fantastic performers
cramming onto the tiny
Borderline stage for
one last showdown in
front of an excited
audience who did not
© Paul Harris want the night to end.
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Just a few weeks away we shall be returning to the wonderfully atmospheric
Empire Theatre, Halstead when TFTW will be promoting, in this former cinema,
our fifth Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show. As we reported in issue 72, it will feature Chas
Hodges, Ray Phillips, and Terry Wayne along with two of our favourite warm up
artists both of whom are no strangers to a TFTW stage, Rockin’ Gerry and Ray
Lee.
Why not make a day of it? Come earlier in the day and explore this very attractive town which stands
on the banks of the River Colne in a still largely unspoiled area of North Essex. Both the M11 and
A12 give easy access to the town, or if you prefer to take the train the nearest stations are either
Braintree or Witham which is around 8 miles away; buses or taxis can be found close to the stations.
Halstead was for many decades associated with the textile industry, in
particular Courtaulds, a household name indeed. Almost as famous,
Charles Portway produced tortoise stoves but sadly these industries no
longer thrive locally although their architecture features strongly
throughout the town.
The high street is set on a steep hill and once would
have seen the hustle and bustle of a farmers’
market. Nowadays it is a shopping centre of
predominately locally owned specialist stores along
with invariably a few multinational stores although,
within a strict preservation order, they are kept
under control.
St Andrew’s Church with its impressive tower
dominates the town. At the bottom of the high street on the banks of the
Colne stands Townsford Mill which was once part of the aforementioned
Courtaulds empire. It is now a large antique market and next door, within the
home of Halstead Town Council, you can find the Heritage Museum.
If you are driving around on a north Essex sight-seeing tour, tune in to local community radio station
Leisure FM 107.4 based in Braintree, Essex between 2 and 4pm where many of our performers will
be holding interviews. Saturday June 29th promises to be a not to be missed date. Look forward to
seeing many of you loyal Woodies there, especially those good folks from the counties of Suffolk
and Norfolk who join us on these shows.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
On Sunday 29th September, as many of you will know, Jerry Lee Lewis is celebrating his 78th
birthday. The same date is also the birth date of my French Romany Gipsy Grandmother who spent
her entire married life in a pretty cottage on Bradfield Road, North Walsham, Norfolk. As children,
my cousin Nadine and I used to entertain our elderly grandmother with song and dance routines.
Neither of us possessed any talent for such goings-on, unable to sing or dance. Quite why we
dreamt up these no doubt embarrassing screeching spectacles has been long lost in time. Grandma
Woods kept seated with a huge ear to ear grin with fortitude way beyond the call of duty for these
impromptu performances that must have lasted longer than either Nadine or I would dare to recall.
Time hurries through the years before we have a chance to notice.
On that same date many decades later, one half of this
screeching duo will be promoting, at the Spice Of Life,
Romilly Road (a tenuous link I agree folks) a true American
legend of Rock'n'Roll. Singer, pianist, saxophonist Roddy
Jackson will be playing a one-off exclusive London gig for
Tales From The Woods at the Spice Of Life, set back off
Charing Cross Road near the Cambridge Theatre. This
excellent basement venue has been playing host to live
music seven days a week for quite a number of years
although, as far as I can recall, never a Rock’n’Roll show,
5

© Paul Harris

certainly not one with an American headliner. Our good friend Cliff Edmonds will
be in support, and this time he will be performing a pure New Orleans Rhythm &
Blues set, along with our wonderful Houseband. To suggest that this is an
unmissable event for any Rock’n’Roll fan would truly be an understatement and
tickets are already selling quite well. The venue is limited to a hundred patrons so
you need to be a little quick with letting us know if you can make it. It is certainly
going to be another fantastic Tales From The Woods evening.
© Paul Harris
¯
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Like many of us, no doubt you were left totally underwhelmed by BBC TV Channel 4’s Rock’n’Roll
Britannia recently shown on this generally artistically well informed channel. If you were in
attendance at our excellent 2is 7/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show at the Borderline in January, you
could not avoid seeing a BBC film crew along with our own good folks Archive Film Agency who
have conscientiously filmed virtually all of our shows.
We were informed the BBC was preparing material for a full length documentary of British
Rock’n’Roll. Although, in all fairness, arrangements were just for them to film Vince Eager and Wee
Willie Harris, so impressed were they with the whole shindig they stayed for the entire show… which
it appears ended up on the cutting room floor as all we saw was a snippet of Vince performing with
his band, and Willie talking briefly to the camera outside the venue. They also interviewed one of
our loyal attendees who travels from his home in France every year for our show… that too ended
up on the cutting room floor.
Coverage of the 2is was indeed pathetic. This venue is far too important in British Rock’n’Roll
History to be brushed aside in segments of barely a few minutes, much of it taken up with far too
often seen footage of Teddy Boys and an obviously staged rumble and over-long interviews with
Marty Wilde and Joe Brown. Much of what was said has been heard before many times. Cliff
Richard too but, unlike them, he did take time out to attend the 2is green plaque unveiling by Woodie
Bob Mandry, formerly of Westminster Council, back in 2006. This BBC documentary was a wasted
opportunity of a yet to be imagined magnitude of recklessness.
However where the BBC failed, it will only make us here at Tales From The Woods more determined
to get it right for all those who have found themselves left outside in the cold in the past, enabling
them to take their place where they quite rightly belong at the forefront of the movement they were
such an integral part of. The follow up Trad Jazz Britannia was, in the opinion of this humble scribe,
not without fault but considerably superior to the former. Some interesting interviews with legendary
figures of the likes of Ron Bowden and Chris Barber along with rarely seen footage of New Orleans
giants like Sidney Bechet, Bunk Johnson as well as the likes of Louis Armstrong. No doubt TFTW’s
very own traditionalist expert Ian McNeil will offer a word or two on the programme at some point in
the near future.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
How about this for another missed opportunity on a scale of disrespect, not just in a musical related
sense, but from a social angle as well. I contacted BBC East Anglia’s Look East team, as they had
filmed our skiffle boat Gravesend to Southend and Return back in 2007. I foolishly felt we had at
least a toe in the door, particularly as the lady whom we liaised with then was still in the same
position some six years later.
So an email was dispatched suggesting that they might well be interested in news about the
Hemsby Rock’n’Roll weekender, which has been held twice a year for almost its existence, for over
a quarter of a century. The longest running Rock’n’Roll weekender in the UK was celebrating its
fiftieth anniversary show by re-enacting the 1957 BBC pioneering Pop music show ‘Six Five Special’
on the preservation steam railway line from Sheringham to Holt and return, the first time a
re-enactment with an actual train had taken place and for my part, TFTW had paid homage to many
of the performers who appeared on that show with our annual London shows. As an added bonus
I added that as a teenage lad I was a fireman at Stratford in the early to mid-sixties during the twilight
6

days of steam on the national railway network. At least
two of these ancient machines that I worked on were in
preservation on the railway known locally as the Poppy
Line.

Photo by Ian Wallis

So we’ve got a BBC historical TV programme, a famous
music weekender on their doorstep with a star or two on
the show likely to be on the train, appeal also for the
steam buffs. Interested? No. A reply was eventually
received a week and a half later stating that the editor
saw no interest in the project for their viewers.
Keith with the train he built at Stratford
It was a fun day on the Poppy Line and blessed with full
attendance with many of the Hemsby revellers; Freddy Cannon along with his wife and driver joined
in the fun as did Sid & Billy King who took countless photographs for posterity. Freddy, who has
enjoyed 22 hits in his native USA and 7 here in the UK, riding a train on a sunny Norfolk afternoon
found no favour with those self-important folks at BBC Look East.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
Arriving at Great Yarmouth Railway Station at the start of the Hemsby weekender, I climbed into the
back seat of a waiting cab. The cabbie was a veteran of a certain age and had been ferrying Hemsby
rockin’ folk to and from Pontins for as long as the festival weekend has existed. Despite not being a
music fan of any particular kind to speak of, he asked who was playing that weekend. I replied
"Freddy Cannon". Immediately he was tapping his fingers upon the steering wheel whilst singing a
few lines of 'Way Down Yonder In New Orleans'. Just about sums it all up, don't it folks.
A selective review of the Hemsby weekender penned by yours truly appears elsewhere in the
magazine.
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to rockabilly/country
singer & songwriter Eddie Bond who died on 20th March 2013 aged 79.
Born on 1st July 1933 at the Methodist Hospital in Memphis Tennessee, despite
being from a totally non-musical family the young Eddie James Bond became
infatuated with the sounds emanating from the family radio, in particular the sound
of Country Music or Hillbilly as it was no doubt coined back in the day. Impressed
and duly proud that their small son seem to be taking to his love of music, his folks
collected together all the nickels and dimes they could save in those far from
affluent days and, by age 8, Eddie was the proud owner of his first guitar. Roy Acuff and Ernest Tubb
were the country music stars who could be heard most over the airwaves, and it was these who had
the most influence on the aspiring youngster, a little later soaking up Webb Pierce. Carl Smith
however would become his firm favourite as Eddie grew into his teens.
School days behind him in 1950, holding down a job for this restless youth who lived to perform in
bars and honky tonks in and around Memphis, a furniture factory, paint sprayer, and, a job popular
with aspiring local singers around this time, a truck driver. In a determined attempt to gain a little
discipline to his life, he signed up for the US Navy where he would spend the next year and a half.
So eighteen months later he was back on civvie street and itching to form a band and get on the
road, which he duly did. The Stompers as they were called featured Reggie Young, Jimmy Smith,
Johnny Fine, John Hughey.
The years 1952 through to 1954 were certainly one great time to be touring the southlands, crossing
over to Arizona, Missouri, playing on shows alongside names that would become giants and have
helped to inspire 73 issues of this magazine; Roy Orbison and The Teen Kings, Narvel Felts for
example. There were disappointments too caused by failed auditions at Sun and also Meteor. Ekko
Records, based way out on the west coast in Los Angeles, had an office in Memphis and it was they
who gave Eddie a record deal. A session was set up using a studio in Nashville where celebrated
session musicians were brought to back him up on tracks 'Double Duty Loving', ‘Talking Off The
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Wall’, 'Love Makes A Fool', ‘Your Eyes’. Soon he was appearing on the legendary Louisiana Hayride
alongside Johnny Horton, Sonny James and a lad from Mississippi now residing in Memphis, Elvis
Presley, Tours followed with Johnny Cash, Carl Perkins at the helm, Harold Jenkins later to become
Conway Twitty was on board.
Sales from these recordings were healthy enough throughout the south for another session to be
set up by Mercury and this time his band The Stompers were aboard. ‘I Got A Woman’ and ‘Rockin’
Daddy’, a couple of excellent rockabilly cuts paving the way for his
next session which produced the tracks with which his rockabilly
credentials would be forever associated ‘Boppin’ Bonnie’, ‘Slip, Slip
Slippin’ In’, ‘Flip Flop Mama’ and ‘Baby Baby Baby [What Am I
Gonna Do]’ which saw the light of day towards the final six months
of 1956. It was around this period that he would commence his
association with radio broadcasting which would last for much of his
professional life, beginning with the Eddie Bond Show on station
KWEM. Although never able to nail the national charts, sales from
these records proved that he was indeed a force to be reckoned
with. Therefore as ‘56 gave way to ‘57 another session was set up. These Houston, Texas recorded
tracks were far more country based 'You’re Part Of Me’, ‘They Say We Are Too Young’, ‘Lovin’ You
Lovin’ You' ‘Hershey Bar’ and ‘BackSlidin’, After these Mercury sessions Eddie found himself label
hopping; first stop Sun, ‘Broke My Guitar’, ‘This Old Heart Of Mine’, ‘Show Me’, produced by Jack
Clement and again firmly set on the country side. They had to wait a couple of decades to see the
light of day, followed by a considerable number of country recordings for amongst others D, Stomper
Time, MCCR, Decca, United Southern Artists.
Come 1962 Eddie was back recording in Memphis which resulted in gospel and country material
released the following year on an album entitled 'Eddie Bond Sings Greatest Country & Gospel Hits’.
Throughout the remainder of the sixties Eddie could be found on countless labels including
Goldwax, Diplomat, Tab, to name but just three, whilst at the same time expanding his ever
increasing listening figures on radio. The aforementioned Tab recordings took place in the final
months of the decade that was the sixties when Eddie became involved with
a character called Buford Pusser, a lawman known to use dubious methods
whilst cleaning up a part of Tennessee known as McNair County. A film was
made about this lawman’s exploits and Bond sang the movie theme tune
which led to a recording contract with Stax records who released Eddie’s
mainly country material on their subsidiary label Enterprise.
Making his first trip to the UK in 1982 a few years after the Rockabilly
revolution of the mid to late seventies, backed on this trip, as were most of his
tours, by long time Woodie Dave Travis and his band. His rockabilly
recordings were all put out on one album on Rockhouse
Records based in Holland which Dave produced. I only got to see Eddie Bond
just once at a Social Club in Plaistow, East London at some time I recollect to
be around the mid-nineties. At the time this venue was home to the forerunner
of the Woodies under the tutelage of Dave Webb who promoted a selection of
wonderful gigs upon this humble stage that included Charlie Gracie & D.J.
Fontana, Johnny Carroll, Johnny Allan, Linda Gail Lewis.

Eddie in 1992
© Paul Harris

V

We here at Tales From The Woods are immensely proud of the long running
article penned by Dominique Anglares, our erudite and immensely informative
contributor from France, that served the Rockabilly and Country legend of
Eddie Bond well with his in-depth review of his long career. To find out far more
than this busy scribe could ever find time to either write or research please
refer back to issues 66 to 70.
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says
farewell to rockabilly/western swing guitarist,
singer and songwriter Hardrock Gunter who
died on 13th March 2013 aged 88 after
complications caused through a severe bout of
pneumonia.
Hardrock Gunter, despite pre-dating the birth of
rockabilly and Rock’n’Roll, along with being a
serious contender for the first true R’n’R record
with his 1950 recording of Birmingham Bounce,
despite also recording some excellent sides, a
fine musician, a powerful singer in a raw hillbilly
style, he was never able to achieve the acclaim
his talents deserved. A problem shared by far too
many artists in the realms of roots music.

Hardrock Gunter
Hemsby October 96
© Paul Harris

Retirement from professional performing came as early as 1960, dedicating the decades that
followed to a highly successful career in the insurance business. It could be argued that the
rockabilly revolution of the mid to late seventies took a while to catch up with Hardrock. It was his
hugely popular records upon the dance floors of Rock’n’Roll
weekenders and clubs throughout the UK and Europe that finally
tempted a then 70 year guitar picker and singer to pack his bags and
head out to headline a rockin’ festival in Munich, Germany in 1995. The
success of his performance kept his phone busy for the decade that
followed, offering him the opportunity to headline a rockabilly festival in
his native country that took place in Denver, Colorado before finally
hitting old Blighty, playing a much praised set at the granddaddy of
Rock’n’Roll weekenders; Hemsby, Norfolk. it was there that I first saw
him in action. For many of us Woodies present, he far exceeded all
expectations, so much so that our long time Tales From The Woods
magazine contributor/CD & gig reviewer and irreplaceable drummer in
Hardrocks Gunter and Bunter the houseband borrowed his Hardrock moniker which has stayed with
him in the years that have followed.
European and UK Rock’n’Roll weekend festivals followed well into the first half decade of the
present century culminating in an appearance at the prestigious Green Bay Rock’n’Roll Festival in
Wisconsin.
I would catch him in performance a couple more times as the years sped by, the final being at
Rhythm Riot, Camber Sands, Sussex by which time age was catching up, although his voice was
still intact, his picking for the most part fluid. His 80 years had sapped his energy and he remained
seated throughout his set. He was also a wonderful story teller, regaling us with endless, often
amusing tales of his life at the hotel at which we all stayed during his first Hemsby visit.
Born Sidney Louie Gunter Jnr on February 27th 1925 in Birmingham, Alabama, by his early teens
his passion for music had developed to a stage where he was proficient enough on guitar to form
his first group, the Hoot Owl Ramblers, whilst at the same time performing a solo novelty act in
numerous talent shows and country fairs. At the tender age of 14 he joined Happy Wilson and his
Golden River Boys, a western swing and hillbilly style outfit. Wilson had also had a selection of
cameo and supporting roles in cowboy films so, for the young Sidney, it was quite a serious step in
the right direction for furthering his career in music. It was through Wilson that young Sidney
acquired his Hardrock moniker, by all accounts due to the trunk of their touring wagon coming in
contact with his head whilst unloading equipment and not causing the tough kid to even flinch.
War however intervened within a few short years, Gunter seeing action and promotion to Lieutenant
before he was finally able to return to civvy street. The remainder of the forties he spent once again
touring with the Wilson band, later also to become their agent and he found considerable success
on local television which no doubt led to his first recording session during the first weeks of 1950 on
9

the Bama label with Birmingham Bounce which had the Golden River Boys renamed as The
Pebbles on the record.
A regional hit which was amazingly to score around twenty cover versions including by far the most
successful being Red Foley which hit No 1 on the Billboard Country charts and 14 on the national
pop charts in the US. It was to become Hardrock’s version of his own song that, many years hence,
would lay claim to its Rock’n’Roll credentials a whole year ahead of Jackie Brenston/Ike Turner with
Rocket 88. Likewise, their follow up Gonna Dance All Night is certainly a contender for one of the
first songs to contain the words "Rock’n’Roll"
No doubt this side could have equalled or even eclipsed the success of the previous outing had not
the Bama label folded. Decca though were keen to pick up on the young singer and guitarist which
would soon provide another first the following year 1951, a duet with Roberta Lee on Sixty Minute
Man, certainly a risqué choice for what would have indeed been a rarity at that time… a Country or
Hillbilly crossover into black Rhythm and Blues.
1953 saw him busying himself working for a radio station where he remade his song Gonna Dance
All Night along with the tune that would not only become a regional hit when issued on the legendary
Sun label of Memphis in 1958 but far more importantly in many decades forward would become his
calling card in Europe and UK, Jukebox Help Me Find My Baby. Once again he would prove to be
a first or near first to innovate the use of echo and overdubs on his 1958 release of Boppin’ To
Grandfather’s Clock, released under the name of Sidney Jo Lewis. Further releases followed on
various labels until prematurely calling it a day in 1960 at the age of 35 to pursue a career in
insurance, in which he would involve himself for the next thirty years until semi-retirement in 1990
and moving with his wife of many years to New Mexico. Not too many years passed before he was
finally located and once again lured to tread the boards.
V

V

V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to
doo-wop and Rock’n’Roll singer Earl Carroll who died due to
complications of diabetes and a stroke on the 25th November
2012 aged 75.
The Utrecht Blues Festival for me, and no doubt thousands of
other likeminded souls, is sadly missed. Our annual pilgrimage to
this Dutch City in November, where often it seemed bitterly cold,
was an integral part of our calendar for more than two decades.
The festival had a broad range, not just within the Blues but all
forms of rhythm and blues, including doo-wop and occasionally
Rock'n'Roll. It was at the setting of one of these festivals that I
witnessed the wonderful Speedo and The Cadillacs, not too long after they reformed after many
years, in the early nineties. Along with Earl Carroll on that stage that never to be forgotten evening
was original Cadillac and childhood friend
Bobby Phillips, Earl Wade, Gary K Lewis,
along with their musical director and survivor
of countless doo-wop group incarnations
Eddie Jones.
Kicking off their 45 minutes or so set with Peek
A Boo, a US billboard No 28 for the group back
in doo-wop’s halcyon days in the fifties, I was
indeed mesmerised not by just seeing true
legends of doo-wop in action but also the
quality of their harmonies coupled with the
energy in their performances and infectious
charm. I was able to share a few moments
chatting to Earl Carroll in the lobby of the hotel
where all the artists and musicians who

Earl with Harvey Fuqua and Eugene Pitt
Rhythm Riot 2007 © Paul Harris
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performed at these festivals stayed. A
small but very courteous and gracious
man who appeared to be quite happy
to natter to a couple of inquiring music
fans from London whilst he was having
Lunch.
Earl Carroll was born in Harlem upon
13th May 1937. Tragedy struck as a
small child when his mother passed
away suddenly. Virtually made
homeless he was taken in by the
parents of his best friend Bobby
Phillips. In 1953 both Earl and Bobby
formed a vocal group called The
Carnations, joining one of hundreds of street corner singing groups that prospered on both the east
and west coasts during the decade of the fifties. Joining them were Laverne Drake and Gus
Willingham and they were quite rightly advised to find a less flowery name. Amongst the cornucopia
of singing groups at that time was a preference for bird names; Penguins, Flamingos, Cardinals
spring to mind. Cars for the most part appear to have been overlooked. What more spectacular car
dominated American life in those days than the Cadillac and thus the group had found a name.
Signed to Josie Records in 1954 they enjoyed a considerable hit with their first release Gloria
throughout the east coast.
Earl Carroll by all accounts gained his moniker 'Speedo' which remained with him for life and on
record due to their biggest hit, after performing a gig at a naval dockyard in Massachusetts, where
Phillips caught sight of a torpedo. Since childhood he had made fun of his friend’s slightly pointed
head "Hey Speedo, there is your torpedo" which annoyed the young singer. "My name is Earl" he
retorted, so Rock’n’Roll history was made in the space of a sentence. The song Speedo gave the
group their biggest hit, peaking in the billboard charts at No 17 in 1956 along with their signature
tune. The following year 1957 friction within the group splintered them which meant two sets of
Cadillacs not only hitting the road but also recording for Josie records, before coming back together
as one group towards the latter part of 1958. Yet another split followed in 1959 when Carroll formed
Speedo and The Pearls, the same year saw the Cadillacs perform in the Rock’n’Roll movie 'Go
Johnny Go'.
As the fifties gave way to the sixties the group began to resemble the still hugely popular Coasters
in their choice of material, stage act and humour so it could not
come as any surprise that when Earl was offered the chance to
join the Coasters in 1963, he duly jumped ship, where he would
spend the next couple of decades. The early 1980s Earl enrolled
at a Public Elementary School on New York’s West 78th Street
for adult literacy classes which allowed him to jump from second
grade to tenth grade in a relatively short space of time.
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A vacancy for a Janitor at the school cropped up which Earl was
happy to occupy where he would remain until retirement whilst
still performing at weekends when opportunities presented
themselves. Generations of students learnt of Earl 'Speedo'
Carroll’s rich Rock’n’Roll musical heritage and took him to their
hearts, often regaling them with tales of his life on the road.
There were quite a few of these students past and present when
he was invited to perform at the Harlem Apollo’s 50th
anniversary concert.
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British Rock’n’Roll
Heritage Show No 8
Brotherhood beamed from the stage of the Borderline Club London when no less than five
Rock’n’Roll veterans with 250 years of Rock’n’Roll experience entertained a near full-house of fans.
All five know each other well, but they have not worked together since the heady days of The Star
Club, Hamburg, that hotbed of German Rock’n’Roll that birthed the Beatles.
Headliners were pianomen Roy Young and Chas Hodges, and Kingsize Taylor, with support roles
for the equally talented but perhaps lesser known Karl Terry and Bobby Thompson. As Roy said
from the stage of the Charing Cross Road venue: “I always sounded like Little Richard, and Chas
was inspired by Jerry Lee Lewis. Why we never toured together, I don’t know.”
Initially, this was billed as a 2is Tribute, the second this year to celebrate the Soho coffee bar where
the likes of Tommy Steele, Adam Faith, Roy Young and Cliff Richard got started. However, promoter
Keith Woods found this line-up had more in common with another iconic venue where they all had
played in the middle of another red light area - The Star Club in Hamburg’s notorious St Pauli district.
So he subtly changed the focus, but not the style of music.
That was vintage Rock’n’Roll all the way through, and when the TFTW Houseband with John
Spencely on lead guitar, Claire Hamlin on keyboards, Robb Davis on bass, and Brian Bunter Clark
on drums were augmented by the twin saxes of Alex Bland and Sid Phillips the stage was set for
some authentic sounding Fats Domino, Little Richard and Chuck Berry classics.
Opener Bobby Thompson was one of Kingsize Taylor’s Dominoes,
and it was Chas Hodges who took over from him in Cliff Bennett and the
Rebel Rousers, so Bobby was clearly family, and the black dressed
Liverpudlian bassist proved he retained the powerful vocals that had him
snapped up to become one of the Rockin’ Berries.

Bobby Thompson
© Paul Harris

Memphis Tennessee was the first number, proving band and bassist
had rehearsed a precise set with no ragged edges at all. Bobby’s voice
took on a plaintive note for a series of (Fats) Domino classics, among
them Let the Four Winds Blow, Wait and See, I’m Walking and Poor Me,
while he displayed a harder edge to his vocals for Party Doll and Money
Honey.
Claire Hamlin’s keyboard work sparkled nearly as much as her snazzy
boots, and sax players Alex and Sid carried the torch lit by Lee Allen and
Herb Hardesty with The Fat Man.

Rockin’ Sidney’s My Toot Toot was a surprise, as was the inclusion of a German hit he cut with
Kingsize, Baby Baby, that their German record label released and attributed to The Shakers.
Karl Terry, at 71, should not have been able, at his age, to do
star jumps and the splits on stage, but the green-jacketed
veteran did just that as he worked through a set that included
Shake Rattle and Roll, But I Do, Hallelujah I Love Her So, Such
a Night, and Chuck Berry’s You Never Can Tell, complete with
the hand movements that John Travolta
popularised as The Batman dance in the film
Pulp Fiction.

The Nose
© Paul Harris

The Merseysider also provoked laughter with
his easy rapport with the audience, much of it
Karl Terry © Paul Harris
centred on the size of his nose. Naming King
Creole as his favourite Elvis Presley film, he
then went into Baby I Don’t Care – from Jailhouse Rock! Great version, though.
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He concluded with an accurate High School Confidential, paving the way
for Kingsize Taylor, who roared on to the stage in lofty fashion for a
rousing version of Bobby Parker’s Watch Your Step.
The leather-clad rocker has been German-based since those early
Hamburg days and is a rare London visitor, so it’s a real pleasure to see
him so fit and well, and in excellent voice. He has now been snapped up
for a Hemsby headline appearance. Don’t miss it.

Kingsize Taylor
© Paul Harris

Dizzy Miss Lizzy, Nadine, Sweet Little Sixteen, Let
It Rock and Boney Moronie were all present and
correct, and he introduced guest Beryl Marsden for
a full-on version of Tommy Tucker’s Hi Heeled
Sneakers.

One of his biggest German hits back in the day was his reading of Solomon
Burke’s Stupidity, and it is without doubt the best version of that song cut in
Europe. Not just covers, though, an original Mama Come Home [possibly a
Ronnie Hawkins original? - Ed] could have been a classic, and it was all too
soon he reached his final number, returning for an encore of Phil Upchurch’s
You Can’t Sit Down.
Roy Young
© Paul Harris

Beryl Marsden
© Paul Harris

Roy Young came to fame appearing on TV’s Oh Boy, and then
Drumbeat, as a stand-up piano pounder with an elephant trunk hairstyle
as about the only Brit who could do justice to Larry Williams and Little
Richard numbers.
By the early sixties, he had a three year contract as a booker and
performer at The Star Club, and was responsible for booking not only The
Beatles, but Gene Vincent, Richard himself, Bill Haley and Jerry Lee
Lewis. He had a three piece band with the late Tony Sheridan and Ringo
Starr called The Beat Brothers, so small wonder he marked Sheridan’s
passing with his version of My Bonnie, the Beatles first recording, which
had Tony Sheridan on lead vocals.

So, did he do Larry Williams’ Slow Down, Fats’ Blue Monday, Blueberry
Hill, I’m Ready, Jambalaya and Ain’t That a Shame, Richard’s Can’t Believe You Want to Leave and
Ready Teddy, not to mention Ray Charles’ Mess Around? Of course he did, adding his own Big Fat
Mama, a Beatles tribute with I Saw Her Standing There, rocking considerably harder than they ever
did, and some salty language and some great boogie piano. A massively successful set, properly
rewarded by the enthralled audience.
Chas Hodges, these days more often than not without his long-time
playing partner Dave Peacock, was a member of The Outlaws, virtually
producer Joe Meek’s houseband, backing both Jerry Lee Lewis and Gene
Vincent on tour.
He opened with one of the few Chuck Berry hits not played so far, Roll
Over Beethoven following with what was often Jerry Lee’s second number
in his own set, Hank Williams’ You Win Again.
JLL’s Breathless followed, along with Gene’s Lotta Loving, Chuck’s Bye
Chas Hodges
Bye Johnny, Richard’s Send Me Some Loving and Elvis’ Mess of Blues. A
© Paul Harris
native North Londoner, Chas proved that he could cut it as a raconteur as
he chatted with the audience, told stories, and invited questions. He also has a well-developed
sense of humour, and a personality that reaches beyond the footlights.
The audience showed their appreciation until it was time for the storming finale that saw every act
back on the stage for Tutti Frutti, into Keep a Knockin’ before the showstopping Whole Lotta Shaking
Goin’ On, a fitting climax for a high-powered show.
John Howard
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Dobell’s Jazz Record Shop
Record Store Day, the 20th of April, came, was
celebrated, and went. Meanwhile, starting prior
to and ending after this date, London’s most
famous jazz record shop was being celebrated
in an exhibition at Chelsea space, on the
Millbank campus of Chelsea College of Art.
Curator Donald Smith, in the exhibition
publication, acknowledged the enthusiasm and
inspiration of Leon Parker of the British Record
Shop Archive, and thanked the Museum of
London for its loan of various memorabilia.
London’s Charing Cross Road is renowned for
its specialist and second hand bookshops,
though numbers continue to wane. It all began
in 1887 when Bertram Dobell opened the first
antiquarian bookshop at number 77. The shop
was subsequently handed down to his sons
Percy and Arthur, whose own son Doug joined
the family business for a few years before the
Second World War. On demob in 1945 Doug returned to the shop but the book trade was
not for him. He was a keen collector of jazz records and, as a result of visitors coming in to
discuss and trade 78s with him, in May 1946 he persuaded his father to let him sell records
in an unused corner of the shop.
Over the next years the record area expanded, and soon after his father retired in 1955 the
antiquarian book section of the shop was phased out. Dobell’s Jazz Record Shop became
the place for visiting American jazz musicians to visit and chat with the knowledgeable staff.
Among others, photographs of Horace Silver, Julian ‘Cannonball’ Adderley, and Erroll
Garner visiting the shop were on display at the exhibition.
In 1957, with Brian Harvey and John RT Davies, Doug formed 77
Records to record and issue recordings by musicians that they liked and
who were unlikely to be contracted by larger labels. Under the banner
‘Jazz, Blues, Folk and Gospel Recordings for the Connoisseur’ the label
went on to have licensing arrangements with Delmark, Arhoolie and
other American record companies. But probably its most famous album,
‘Dick Farina and Eric von Schmidt’, was recorded in the basement of the shop in 1963, and
came out on its short-lived Folklore imprint; the reason for its fame being that providing
backup vocals on four songs was Blind Boy Grunt, otherwise known as Bob Dylan, who was
also a visitor to the shop.
Also in 1957 a branch of Dobell’s was opened in Brighton, but it lasted only eighteen months.
Undaunted by this setback, another shop was opened in 1960 in London at 10 Rathbone
Place offering a wider range of music. In addition it housed Doug’s mail order company and
the distributing business for 77 Records.
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Later on the next-door shop at 75 Charing Cross Road became
available, and the Rathbone operation was transferred there. The
shop, which was known as Dobell’s Folk Record Shop, was opened
in October 1965, when Jesse Fuller was the guest of honour
charged with the responsibility for cutting the tape. It also stocked
blues records, becoming a haven not only for British collectors but
also for royalty from the blues world in the shape of BB King, who
could be found buying large quantities of blues LPs on visits to
England in the 1970s.
It was in the mid-sixties that the iconic
Dobell’s bag (which became plastic in
1968), was devised using a photograph of
the spines of over eighty albums. This
sparked the fanaticism of some British
record collectors to attempt to obtain every title on the list. Here is a
photograph of the bag from the British Record Shop Archive
website.
When Westminster Council approved the redevelopment of the
building in which both shop premises were situated, it signalled the
end of an era. Ironically, the building, which had been constructed as part a Victorian
scheme of slum clearance in 1886-1887, and was described by Sir John Betjeman as “the
work of dull architects... who thought in terms of cash per cubic foot rather than aesthetics”,
was replaced by something even worse with its arcade of fast-food joints and tawdry
souvenir shops.
Nevertheless, in a few months of the closure of the shops at the end of 1980, the business
had moved the short distance to Tower Street, this time combined on the ground floor of a
single shop with jazz records at the front and folk and blues in the rear. Sadly Doug Dobell
died in 1987 at the Nice Jazz Festival and, although the shop carried on, it became a
struggle and eventually went into liquidation in 1992.
But, as the exhibition demonstrated, it was the
original shop that was receiving the tribute. Black
and white photographs evoked an earlier time
when the 78 rpm disc (and later vinyl) was the
medium for the music fan to listen to in the home.
Visitors, who came to chat or buy, could be seen
with pipe in hand or cigarette dangling from
mouth. At times the atmosphere in the tiny shop,
especially the basement with its listening booths,
must have resembled the London smog that was
a feature of the fifties.
An institution in and of its time, it was not
surprising that the opening night of the exhibition
saw many of those still alive who had contributed to and been involved in the shop’s rich
history coming together to share their memories of the good times gone by. The packed
congregation of former members of staff, jazz musicians, writers and photographers
included many familiar names. Among those attending that blues fans will no doubt
remember were photographer and writer Val Wilmer, and also Les Fancourt, who had
managed Dobell’s folk and blues section.
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOULS
GEORGE JACKSON
George Jackson was best known for his prolific songwriting abilities.
His pedigree is undeniable, with an enormous song book to his
credit. He also released a handful of excellent forty fives, including
the classic masterpiece, 'Aretha, sing one for me'. He possessed an
emotional country flavoured soul delivery that should have made
him a bigger singing star then he was. But it was as a writer his
luxuriant and highly skilled compositions will live on.
George Henry Jackson was born on the 12th March 1945 in
Indianola, near Greenville, Mississippi which, with his family, is
where he located, and grew up. Like so many others his traditions
were very connected to the church, his routes being very much
through gospel.
When Jackson was a mere 14 years old he offered some of his songs to bandleader/entrepreneur
Ike Turner, when the Ike and Tina Turner Revue came through Greenville in 1960. Turner liked the
songs, so this found young Jackson travelling to Cosimo's legendary studios in New Orleans to
record. Here he cut his first record, 'Nobody Wants To Cha-Cha With Me', an answer version to Sam
Cooke's 'Everybody Likes To Cha-Cha-Cha', released as George Jackson & the Vanions, for
Turner's Prann label.
The record made little impact, but did bring Jackson to the attention of impresarios Dorothy and
John Hester, who took him to Memphis, which resulted, in 1965, with two forty fives on the Doro
imprint, 'There Goes My Pride' and 'Tender Love'.
As he moved through his teens Jackson travelled extensively, with his bag of compositions, trying
to promote himself and his songs. He was rejected by the fast growing Stax Records, but in late
1965 while in Memphis, Jackson linked up with the Ovations at the newly formed Goldwax label,
penning the vocal group’s biggest hit, 'It's Wonderful To Be In Love'. Jackson's Goldwax connection
continued, providing material for other artists, including 'Old Friend' and 'He's Too Old' for Spencer
Wiggins and 'Coming Back To My Baby' for James Carr. He also joined fellow singer, songwriter
Dan Greer to cut the Goldwax single, a typical Goldwax dancer, 'Good Times' b/w the slower, more
anguished 'You Didn't Know It But You Had Me', released as George and Greer on the Goldwax
label.
By 1967 Jackson had jumped to the Hi label, where he hooked up with Willie Mitchell, producing just
the one single, a despairing 'I'm Gonna Wait' b/w the finger snapping, 'So Good To Me', to no great
fanfare. While still involved with Hi, Jackson appeared as Bart Jackson on Decca records with
'Wonderful Dream' b/w a typical Memphis recording with its sledge hammer beat and powerful
horns, 'Dancing Man'.
At the instigation of Nashville producer Billy Sherrill, Jackson moved on from Hi and Memphis
locating in Muscle Shoals, taking up residence at Rick Hall's Fame studios. This was at the peak of
Fame's soul power. He was employed as one of the circle of house writers, and it was here his
quality songs started to reap dividends. He found immediate success with Clarence's Carter's 'Too
Weak To Fight', and for Wilson Picket 'A Man and A Half'. By now soul classics were flowing from
his pen, including many of Candi Staton's superb early recordings, such as, 'I'm Just A Prisoner (Of
Your Good Lovin')', 'I'd Rather Be An Old Man's Sweetheart (Than A Young Man's Fool)', and the
stunning 'How Can I Put Out The Flame'. He continued to write for other Fame artists, but found time
to record himself. In 1969 he released the wonderful 'Find 'Em, Fool 'Em, Forget 'Em', which came
to nothing. A year later he found himself on the R&B charts, peaking at 48, with the ultra soulful
'That's How Much You Mean To Me'.
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The Fame/Muscle Shoals set up was increasingly in demand by pop orientated acts, such as the
Osmonds, Jackson giving the group their first ever hit, 'One Bad Apple', released on MGM,
becoming a massive worldwide hit, which was originally intended for the Jackson Five.
Meanwhile Jackson fleetingly rejoined Willie Mitchell at Hi, and in 1972 released the classic
Southern soul feast, 'Aretha, Sing One For Me', a paean to Aretha Franklin, which reached 38 on
the R&B charts, and was to be his second and last chart entry.
Jackson followed the Osmonds by linking up with MGM, where he released three singles for the
label in 1973/74, including the marvellous punchy '(If I Could Get On That) Soul Train', which is a
bow to a popular TV show at that time, SOUL TRAIN.
In the late seventies his recording output dwindled to just three releases. In 1975 on Chess records,
a social message with, 'Things Are Getting Better', in 1977 on ER Music Enterprises with 'Talking
About The Love I Have For You', and in 1979 the tremendous crisp funky 'Fast Young Lady', on
Muscle Shoals Sound.
After Bob Seger had a big hit in 1979 with Jackson's composition 'Old Time Rock and Roll', Jackson
formed his own publishing company, Happy Hooker Music. He gained further financial rewards in
1981 from another Seger success, 'Trying To Live My Life Without You', originally cut some years
earlier by Otis Clay on Hi records. Otis Clay also covered Jackson's song 'The Only Way Is Up',
which was picked up by UK group Yazz, and went on to sell millions world wide.
Jackson recorded several more obscure singles for his own Washataw and Happy Hooker record
labels in 1984/85, once again hooking up briefly with the Ovations.
He was in great demand for his generative songwriting skills. So taking his pick from the many
offers, in 1985 he joined the giant Southern blues and soul label Malaco. His magic pencil continued
to knock out huge sellers, notably Z Z Hill's 'Down Home Blues' and 'Cheatin' In The Next Room'.
Jackson was providing material for Malaco's stable of artists, including Bobby 'Blue' Bland, Johnnie
Taylor, Latimore, Little Milton and Denise LaSalle to name a few.
In 1991, he recorded the excellent album, HEART TO HEART COLLECT, for Senator Jones’ Hep'
Me label, from which his last known forty five came, the sensational 'Struggling Lady'. The album,
in 1993, was released in the UK on the Black Grape label, and should be on everyone’s
mantelpiece.
It goes without saying that just about every major REAL SOUL artist has cut a George Jackson tune
at some time or another. Over the years he had laid down hundreds of demos, and thankfully over
the last few years some, with many more to come I'm sure, have been released on CD in the UK,
by Grapevine, Soulscape and Ace, all displaying his unique unquestionable talent.
He died 14th April in Ridgeland, Jackson, Mississippi, from cancer.
GEORGE PERKINS. Unheralded Southern soul great, who was famed for his impassioned lament
for the murdered Martin Luther King, 'Cryin' In The Streets'. He also laid down numerous deep
achingly deep soul recordings. He died 18/04/2013, aged 70. (Full obituary next issue).
ARTIE 'BLUES BOY' WHITE. Soul/blues singer who sporadically recorded, from 1968, for various
labels, notable his six albums for Ichiban. He remained popular throughout his career on the
Chicago club scene. After a long battle with Parkinson's disease he died 20/04/2013, aged 76.
soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Catalogue numbers in brackets (Part 4).
Unless stated all comment relate to the A side.
CAPITOL
The Capitol Records company was founded by the songwriters Johnny Mercer, Buddy DeSylva and
record store owner Glenn Wallichs on April 9 1942, in Hollywood, California. By 1946 Capitol had
sold 42 million records. In 1955 the British record company EMI acquired Capitol Records for $8.5
million. In 1979 Capitol was made part of the EMI Music Worldwide division.
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In 2001, EMI merged the Capitol Records label with priority Records.
In September 2012 Capitol Records was purchased by Universal Music Group.
Leon Haywood - I Wanna Thank You/I Was Sent To Love (15634) (US Capital)
Along the same lines as 'I Heard It through The Grapevine'. Pointless waxing. Not one of Haywood's
best, and certainly not worth 8/6d, which was the price of a 45 in these days.
Lou Rawls - You've Made Me So Very Happy/Let's Burn Down The Cornfield (15630) (US
Capitol)
This was originally a hit for Brenda Holloway. Lou's vocals are, as you would expect impeccable,
but overall a tame offering.
Candi Staton - Heart On A String/I'm Just A Prisoner (15620) (US Fame)
Mrs Clarence Carter’s (at the time) first release 'I'd Rather Be An Old Man's Sweetheart, (Than A
Young Man's Fool)' scored heavily on all US charts. This her second release is not as much a raver
as that hit, but still loaded with the Muscle Shoals brass sound.
Candi Staton - Sweet Feeling/Evidence (15646) (US Fame)
Candi Staton - Stand By Your Man/How Can I Put Out The Flame (15658) (US Fame)
A massive country hit for Tammy Wynette. Candi's vocal performance is faultless and gives the
original a run for its money. Rick Hall's production is perfect. Flip it over and we find a George
Jackson ballad, with charming lyrics, which is simply brimming over with pure soul. A superb Candi
double. This was her biggest hit to date, until 1976 when, 'Young Hearts Run Free' shot her to
worldwide fame.
The Tams - Too Much Foolin' Around/ How Long Love (15650) (US 1-2-3)
In the UK this was the follow up to their UK hit 'Be Young, Be Foolish, Be Happy'. Sadly it's simply
a pleasant passable release.
CBS
Ronnie Dyson - If You Let Me Make Love To You, Than Why Can’t
I Touch You/Girl Don't Come (5044) (US Columbia)
Mr Dyson is a great favourite of mine, and this shuffler is as good as it
gets. Interesting lyrics. In the same vain as R B Greaves's 'Take A
Letter, Maria'. Swirling strings add to the effect. Flip is the Sandie Shaw
original.
Rosetta Hightower - The April Fools/I'll Hold Out My Hand (4758)
(UK Prod)
Formerly lead singer with the Orlons. A Bacharach & Davis ballad from
the film of the same name. This was also recorded by Dionne Warwick,
and although Rosetta sings it competently, not in the same league as
Ms Warwick.
Sly & the Family Stone - I Want To Take You Higher/You Can Make It If You Try (50540) (US
Epic)
As featured in the film Woodstock. This is pure psychesoul. Tremendously heavy and throbbing beat
that never lets up.
O C Smith - Me and You/Can't Take My Eyes Off You (4657) (US Columbia)
O C moves away from his sugary ballads on this average uptempo offering.
O C Smith - Baby I Need Your Loving/San Francisco Is A Lonely Town (5203) (US Columbia)
O C takes the Holland-Dozier-Holland song and completely loses the wistfulness of the original Four
Tops. Now on the B side we find Ocie really at home on this great composition. A superb
atmospheric deepish ballad that was a hit for Joe Simon the previous year.
Johnny Winter - Johnny B Goode/I'm Not Sure (4794) (US Columbia)
Whip bang wallop. This ain't soul… but of all the trillion Chuck Berry cover versions this must be
near the top. The tempo is just frantic, with a brilliant honky tonk piano in the background throughout.
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This can often been seen, along with 'Jumpin' Jack Flash' on OGWT repeats on BBC 4. Why do the
Winters always have tea cloths sewn onto their sleeves?
CHESS
Chess records was an American record label based in Chicago Illinois. Formed and run by Polish
immigrant brothers Leonard & Phil Chess.
As we all know the company produced and released many life changing Blues, R&B, Rock’n’Roll
singles and albums, which have gone down in history as classics and shaped much of today's music.
The Chess Records catalogue is now owned by Universal Music Group.
The Dells - Sitting On The Dock Of The Bay/When I'm In Your Arms (8105) (US Cadet)
Taken at a faster lick than Otis. The mighty Dells are in fine form, but it lacks the beauty and charm
of the original. Not surprisingly the Chicago quintet failed to chart in the US with this.
The Dells - Oh, What A Day/The Change We Go Through (8107) (US Cadet)
The mighty Dells follow their previous hit 'Oh, What A Night', with the next day. The usual always
excellent Dells jog along nicely on this very happy sounding ballad, along with some interesting
arrangements, featuring both brass and strings. A terrific release.
Ramsey Lewis- Julie/Do What You Wanna (8104)(US Cadet)
Easy listening ballad from the piano man. Lush strings etc. result in a pleasant few minutes.
Rotary Connection - Want You To Know/Memory Band (8106) (US Cadet)
An infectious wistful ballad, with sitar and Indian overtones.
CONCORD
Concord records was owned by music publishing firm Campbell Connelly. The label, covering all
musical spheres, operated between 1969 to 1973 with no notable success.
Mel & Tim - Backfield In motion/Do Right Baby (004) (US Bamboo)
Needle down. This one simply gallops out of the starting block. Million seller in the States, by Gene
Chandler's protégés, Mel Harding and Tim Pherson. Typical of Chicago with loud brass backing,
complete with Impressions type full on vocal power from the duo. All quite simple yet effective. A
sure blastaroo.
CREWE
The Crewe label was owned by Bob Crewe and distributed through Pye.
Faith Hope & Charity - So Much Love/Life Won't Be The Same Without You (crw 3) (US Maxwell)
This Tampa Florida trio was made up of two girls (Zulema Cusseaux & Brenda Hillard) and one boy
(Al Bailey). This groovy disco flavoured group vocal reached 14 in the US R&B charts. The sax is
kind of structured around Gaye's 'How Sweet It Is'.
Ben E King - Goodbye My Old Gal/I Can't Take It Like A Man (crw 2) (US Maxwell)
This was Ben's first release after leaving Atco, failed to chart in the States. This is a pretty good
offering. A particularly sombre ballad that captures Ben on top form. Lyric is extremely strong and
the arrangement is very intricate, which gives Ben plenty of scope to interpret the song his way. A
top Ben.
DEEP SOUL
The label’s logo was..."Soul as deep as you like... and then some...".
The Deep Soul record label was a subsidiary of Soul City Records and was formed in April 1969. It
was the commercial success of Gene Chandler's Soul City hit, 'Nothing Can Stop Me', which led to
the formation of the Deep Soul label as a distinct logo.
On launching soul guru and part owner David Godin of Soul City records said "This is really a long
held dream come true, and I hope that a minority of you at least will love the records as much as we
do. We do work for passion rather than profits and we expect Deep Soul records will more often than
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not only just break even on sales. The Soul City label should in part subsidise the more esoteric
masterpieces and hence our Deep Soul project".
In 1970 the set up went into liquidation, which saw both the Soul City and Deep Soul labels close
operations.
Today Deep Soul is seen as a classic label, fondly remembered, and very collectable. One is left to
wonder what gems might have subsequently been issued had the label not folded.
Roy Hamilton - Dark End Of The Street/100 Years (9106)
(US AGP)
Roy had been known to churn out some cracking records over
the years. Now this is something special, deep and moving, all
adding up to probably the best thing he had recorded in a while.
It's the well recorded Chips Moman & Dan Penn song that
James Carr hit with. (One for N Cobban; the top ten Dark End
Of The Streets)
Jimmy & Louis Tig - Who Can I Turn To/Love That Never
Grows Old (9105) (US Bell)
Yes Siree this is the dog’s bollocks. Both sides are deeeep soul
masterpieces. The topside Louis chants effectively with the aid
of Jim. Very powerful material and string arrangements add to
the effect. The flip features Louis solo and is
perhaps, if possible, even more soulful. A couple of corkers.
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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The two British Prime Ministers who were given big funerals
are Winston Churchill and Margaret Thatcher. A full State
funeral for Winnie, and a big ceremonial funeral (one step
down from a State funeral at her own wish) for Maggie.
Ironically, these are two of the most controversial Prime
Ministers of the 20th Century. Both were rightwingers who
had an appalling attitude to striking miners, and who both
praised fascist dictators – Mussolini and General Pinochet
respectively.
Thatcher was responsible for devastating mining
communities by closing the pits, taking on the striking miners
and greatly weakening the trade union movement, selling off
social housing, introducing the controversial Community
Charge (Poll Tax), ordering the sinking of the Argentinean
ship the ‘Belgrano’ with great loss of life as it was sailing
away
from
the
‘exclusion
zone’
during
the
Falklands/Malvinas war (Tam Dalyell, the former Scottish
MP, called her a ‘murderess’ for this war crime), calling
Nelson Mandela a terrorist while praising the fascist dictator
General Pinochet as the saviour of ‘democracy’ in Chile, and
as Ken Livingstone has remarked, basically causing all the
problems we face in Britain today including the banking
crisis, the horrors and chaos of privatisation of our utilities and transport systems, and the acute
housing shortage, especially in social housing.
How could they justify a huge expensive funeral for such a controversial and divisive Prime
Minister? Many other former PMs have had private or much less elaborate funerals. Maggie’s huge,
expensive affair will have incited counter-demonstrations.
No big ceremonial funeral for Clem Attlee, the post-War Labour Prime Minister who established the
National Health Service and took transport and the public utilities into public ownership, or for any
of those premiers who built up the social housing stock instead of selling it off and not replacing it.
But with a rightwing premier like Thatcher, her divisive policies are apparently not considered when
staging what amounts in all but name to a full State funeral.
In the debate on Thatcher’s death in the House of Commons many Labour MPs were deliberately
absent, but Glenda Jackson gave an excellent denunciation of the Iron Lady’s disastrous policies to
much heckling from the Tory benches. After a point of order in protest from those benches, the
Speaker ruled that Glenda’s speech was not unparliamentary.
The fact is all political figures are controversial to some extent, so any expensive State or
ceremonial funerals around such figures will usually be inappropriate. No doubt this is unavoidable
in some cases, such as when the Head of State dies. But to single out a controversial Prime Minister
like the Iron Lady for a very expensive, elaborate funeral at a time of drastic public spending cuts
hitting the poorest sections of society seems, to me, quite unnecessary and a bitter backlash was
bound to be expected.
Tony Papard
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...and found my computer had died during the night. For this reason, I am unable to compile my
column until it is repaired so please bear with me until Issue 74. As somebody probably quite well
known possibly once said, “All good things are worth waiting for.” Apologies for my absence and see
you all next time.
David Parker

Letters to the Editor

Dear TFTW,
Dear TFTW,
This was such a nice note from
Dominique Anglares. We were thrilled
to see Armand and Irma on the front
page and felt so undeserving with all
the other wonderful writers in your
publication. However, I called Irma up
and sent her the link for this one-time
issue with her smiling on your cover!
You never know where these things
lead to next. She loves the English
market and appreciates y’all like we
do. Maybe one day she can tour
England and Armand can open for her
or play with her!

Thanks for issue 72 of TFTW... the
magazine grows better with each
issue. It was real cool to see Armand
St. Martin and Irma Thomas on the
front page. The show reports and the
farewells to the lost were all great.
Thanks for printing my little Tommy
Cassel story and for Patty Lee and
Armand St. Martin’s report about
Crescent City. That's a great feature
and I enjoyed learning about all those
musical events in New Orleans.
Great also to read about my friend
Jay Chevalier. Obviously, Armand is
a man of many talents. Great also to
know more about Johnny Bersin and
to enjoy the work from all the
contributors including the bottle
washers and the Handy Man about
whom nobody ever talks.

We look forward to Ken and his
Woodies who arrive here in New
Orleans on Monday - Wednesday on
their big USA trip.

I am glad to ride in that little old choochoo train goin' through Louisiana
land!

Jazz Fest is in full swing from last
weekend through this weekend. We
haven't stopped! When Ken and his
group arrive, they will have missed the
wonderful week of Jazz Fest with lots
of free parties and events, but we'll see
what we can do to show them a good
time anyway!

Your friend from France.

Happy Day!
Thanks,

Dominique.

Patty and Armand
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Mr Angry is now Mr Embarrassed who can't keep his foot
out of his mouth.
Do you know what a sausage dodger is? I didn’t until the other Saturday night, but it has left me as
Mr Embarrassed rather than Mr Angry this week.
But to start at the beginning… Unlike many, I had assumed that by the time I turned sixty I would
be rich and famous, given the undoubted talents you get to see and hear on a regular basis. So
there was no real reason for me to make any proper pension arrangements as I travelled from job
to job with abandon, since financial success and riches were just around the corner.
It would appear that corner is no closer, and financial independence has given me a swerve.
Accordingly, I continue to work, both as a freelance journalist, and disc jockey whenever the
opportunity arises, and one of my most regular gigs is at a comparatively upmarket hotel I will
neither locate nor name.
A regular duty function manager is an attractive young lady we will call, for the purposes of this
article, “E”. One of the bugbears of this particular hotel is that the event manager, a nine to fiver
who never, ever, attends the events she books, is that weddings are booked until 1am for no known
reason.
Wedding ceremonies take place from 10 in the morning onwards, so by midnight, any wedding
guests are either drunk with their heads on the table, homeward bound, throwing up in the loo, or
lying on their backs on the dance floor. Apart from those giving grief to the DJ since they are totally
and utterly bored by an event that has clearly run its course, but are reluctant to leave before the
bride and groom.
Outside the ballroom there is a smoking area where I regularly coincide with the entirely pleasant
aforementioned “E”, to whom I addressed my frustration at the barmy idea of a wedding with a 1am
finish, together with some particularly ripe comments about an event organiser who never attends
events.
On the following Monday I found to my horror that the event manager is “E”’s mother, and she had
listened quietly while I slagged off her Mum’s lack of professionalism without revealing the
relationship. Needless to say, I didn’t work the venue for six months, until the other Saturday, when
“E” was again on duty. I hoped she had forgotten the earlier contretemps. Anyway, nothing was said,
and she was her normal charming self.
The event on this occasion was a dinner and dance for a ladies’ hockey team, 40 women and four
men in a hall that would easily hold 150, a recipe for DJ disaster since if they all danced at the same
time, it would only fill a quarter of the dance floor.
It was also a prize giving, and when they handed out awards for “Sausage Dodger of the Year” and
“Truncheon Dodger of the Year”, and I saw that many of the females were paired up, I realised that
I was dealing with ladies who like ladies as much as they like hockey. That’s entirely up to them,
and I took the decision not to play anything by The Scissor Sisters in case anyone was offended.
The expression “Sausage Dodger” was new to me, and I said as much to “E” when we coincided in
the smoking area. Yes, she did know the meaning, and gave a wry smile.
You can guess what happened Monday. Yes, “E”, who had made no mention of it, is also a lady who
likes ladies, and is paired with a fellow staff member at the same hotel.
So, if you want to contact me any time soon you can find me in the hole in the ground where I have
buried myself, having died of embarrassment, in such a position that my foot cannot reach my
mouth, which, in any case, I have sown up just to be on the safe side.
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Annette Funicello
Thursday, April 11, 2013
Annette Funicello, who died the other day aged 74, was a much bigger star in the US than the UK.
She made her name as a star of the Mickey Mouse Club on US TV and
appeared in a number of beach movies with the likes of Frankie Avalon. But
her wholesome persona didn't transfer to the UK and her rather mindless
records, such as Tall Paul (released on an EP on the Disney Gala label),
Pineapple Princess, O Dio Mio and Muscle Beach Party had little impact on
this side of the ocean. Her best record was also her last UK 45: Monkey's
Uncle in which she partnered the Beach Boys.
Ken Major asked who the UK equivalent of Annette was: my suggestion
would be Hayley Mills, also a young and fairly untalented actress cum/singer,
or maybe Susan Maughan.
Friday, April 12, 2013
Ding Dong! The Witch Is Dead
This is a music blog so I feel that I'm entitled to give a view on the BBC's decision not to play Ding
Dong! The Witch Is Dead in full on its chart show. For overseas readers who may wonder why a
song that first appeared in the Wizard Of Oz in 1938 should be so controversial today, the reason
is that many, many people are rejoicing at the death of Lady Thatcher and are outraged that she will
be given a high profile funeral next Wednesday. They are doing their best to make this short (50
seconds) record an internet hit. Whilst I do not delight in anyone's death, I was one of those who
opposed Thatcher's policies when she was Prime Minister and I sympathise with those who want to
make their point. What's more I am disgusted that the BBC has, once again, given in to pressure by
deciding not to play the song in full.
The list of records banned by the BBC is a long one and, with the benefit of hindsight, a ridiculous
one. It's hard to believe that someone on high in the Beeb believed, for example, that Johnny
Horton's Battle Of New Orleans should be barred from the airwaves back in 1959. The practice of
banning any record that was disapproved of by the BBC hierarchy goes back to before the war, but
since the beginning of the pop era dozens of records have faced the chop and been banned at the
time by the BBC on the grounds of bad taste, anti-religious references, sexual innuendo and support
of drug use.
Here are a few of them: Charlie Brown (Coasters), A Day In The Life (Beatles), Ebony Eyes (Everly
Brothers), Eve Of Destruction (Barry McGuire), The Garden Of Eden (Frankie Vaughan), Glad To
Be Gay (Tom Robinson Band), God Save The Queen (Sex Pistols), Hard Headed Woman (Elvis
Presley), High Class Baby (Cliff Richard), I Am The Walrus (Beatles), I Can't Control Myself
(Troggs), Imagine (John Lennon), Jackie (Scott Walker), Je T’aime (Jane Birkin & Serge
Gainsbourg), Little Star (Elegants), Love Is Strange (Mickey & Sylvia), Lovin' Machine (Wynonie
Harris), Mack The Knife (Bobby Darin), Relax (Frankie Goes To Hollywood), Sixty Minute Man
(Dominoes), Such A Night (Johnny Ray), Tell Laura I Love Her (Ray Peterson), Three Stars (Ruby
Wright), Tribute To Buddy Holly (Mike Berry), Wet Dream (Max Romeo), Woman Love (Gene
Vincent).
With the benefit of hindsight all of these bans on radio play seem ludicrous today - and to most of
us they were ludicrous at the time. So Thatcher's song is in good company.
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Monday, April 22, 2013
Eighth Rock Heritage Show remembers the Star Club
Rock and roll will never die! That's the thinking behind the series of British Rock and Roll Heritage
Shows which Keith Woods has organised over the last few years and which reached its eighth
outing at the Borderline in London last night with some old favourites and a couple of more obscure
acts. This time the show celebrated those artists who played the Star Club in Hamburg during the
early sixties and quite a few of them hailed from the Liverpool beat scene. Once again the acts
enjoyed fantastic backing from the Tales From The Woods House Band, with John Spencely on lead
guitar, Claire Hamlin on keyboards, Brian 'Bunter' Clark on drums and Robb Davis on bass,
augmented this time by two, rather than just one, great sax players - Alex Bland and Sid Phillips.
The show got off to a rousing start with Bobby Thompson, a former member of Cliff Bennett's
Rebel Rousers and Kingsize Taylor's Dominoes, whose powerful voice had a distinct Fats Domino
feel to it and was excellent on several of the Fat Man's numbers including Let The Four Winds Blow,
Wait and See and I'm Walkin', with some very genuine sounding Herb Hardesty-flavoured
saxophone backing from Alex and Sid. He kicked off with Memphis and his set also included Sweet
Little Rock and Roller from the Chuck Berry songbook, Party Doll, Don't Be Cruel, Wine Spo-deeoh-dee and My Toot Toot. A really top notch start to the evening, with the band showing just how
good they are.

© Paul Harris

Next act was another Liverpudlian and another man who played the Star
Club - Karl Terry, once lead singer of The Cruisers. Karl may not possess
a great voice, but he made up for this with a manic act which included
Freddie-style leaps, hand actions and a huge smile throughout. Songs
included Shake Rattle and Roll, But I Do, Hallelujah I Love Her so, Such A
Night, You Never Can Tell (with Pulp Fiction-styled actions), Jeannie
Jeannie Jeannie, Margie, the self-penned Cigarettes, Cold Beer and Sexy
Ladies, Bobby Rydell's Wild One, Baby I Don't Care and, as an encore,
High School Confidential. Karl doesn't take himself too seriously and his
act was a hoot from beginning to end, once again with great backing from
the band, including drummer 'Bunter' - the 'lump with the thump' to quote
Karl!

Next act was a big performer in
every sense - Kingsize Taylor, a man who was so
successful at the Star Club that he made Hamburg his
home and who appeared at one of the earlier Tales From
The Woods shows. He still retains a big voice and rocked
through a number of high tempo Chuck Berry numbers,
despite admitting that he didn't like Chuck personally. He
kicked off with Watch Your Step and Dizzy Miss Lizzie but
then launched into Nadine and Sweet Little Sixteen,
before inviting fellow Liverpudlian Beryl Marsden, one of
the stars of the last show back in January, for a duet on
High Heel Sneakers. Then it was back to Chuck with Let
It Rock, followed by one of his bigger records back in the
day, Solomon Burke's Stupidity, Bony Moronie and finally You Can't Sit Down. A good set, and one
which got the less than a full house audience going.
Penultimate act on the night was the Incredible Roy Young, also a star of an earlier show, who for
my money was the best act of the night. He seemed to be really enjoying himself as he showed off
his great boogie woogie piano skills and Little Richard style voice on Slow Down, I'm Ready, Mess
Around, Blue Monday, Jambalaya, My Bonnie (a tribute to Tony Sheridan, who died recently, with
much audience participation), Can't Believe You Wanna Leave, his own song Big Fat Mama,
Blueberry Hill/Ain't That A Shame, I Saw Her Standing There and, finally, Ready Teddy. Once again
the band coped brilliantly.
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Finishing the show and therefore presumably considered the biggest star, was Chas Hodges,
another piano thumper, although without Roy Young's brilliance of touch. A former member of the
Outlaws, he began as a bass player but after playing with Jerry Lee Lewis he turned to the piano,
he said. He began with a rather pedestrian Roll Over Beethoven and then moved through a couple
of Jerry Lee numbers - You Win Again and Breathless. By this time I was tiring and less than
overwhelmed by Chas - his cockney sparrow persona is an acquired taste, I think, and one that I've
never acquired - so I headed for home, thus missing the finale with all the acts on stage together.
But overall this was another excellent show which really rocked.

Wearing his customary hat, in the audience, here is
show promoter Keith Woods with (left) Shaky Lee
Wilkinson, the MC for the evening. I'm off to the
States tomorrow with Lee, DJ for the night John
Howard and TFTW committee member Alan Lloyd,
for what promises to be an enjoyable road trip with
loads of music.

Friday, May 17, 2013
Rock'n'Roll Britannia
British rock and roll was a facsimile of American music. Not the real thing but a pale imitation. Jazz
artists were trying their best to copy what was happening in the States, and not quite getting it. Early
artists such as Tony Crombie and Tommy Steele didn't cut it. Lonnie Donegan had his skiffle, which
was fine in its way, but it wasn't rock and roll. The BBC wouldn't play American popular music. The
first TV show 6.5 Special was tame.
It was only when Cliff Richard recorded Move It that UK rock and roll began to make some progress.
There was more progress with Marty Wilde and, particularly, Billy Fury and then Johnny Kidd. Larry
Parnes owned most of the UK artists, including Billy and Marty, but also Vince Eager, Johnny Gentle
and Joe Brown. But that was it, until the Beatles and Stones arrived in 1962/3.
This was the verdict of tonight's BBC4's Rock'n'Roll Britannia, and it was hard to argue with this
excellently researched programme. There were plenty of incisive interviews with the likes of Cliff,
Marty, Joe, Vince, Bruce Welch, Brian Locking, Clem Cattini, even Cherry Wainer, and some early
footage of the Southlanders. Also interviews with members of the Quarrymen (who cares?). There
was some footage of Vince Eager at the 2is show at the Borderline in January, with brief clips of one
or two Woodies, including Lee Wilkinson.
Overall, it was a good review of Britain's attempt to take up American rock and roll and the influence
of Bill Haley, Elvis, Eddie Cochran and Gene Vincent. Admittedly there were some errors, such as
footage from the wrong era and records being played on the wrong labels. But I thought it covered
the essential issues. This was a primitive era, with little access to the artists because of the
Musicians' Union ban on visiting acts, or the records (other than via Radio Luxembourg). Even
Fender guitars were unobtainable.
I first became aware of the music in the late fifties and I knew even then that I was being deprived
of the real thing. I loved Little Richard, Chuck Berry, Jerry Lee Lewis, Fats Domino, Elvis and other
US greats, but it was difficult to hear them, never mind some of the more obscure, and equally
brilliant, American artists of the time. Rock and roll was regarded as a passing fad, but we knew that
wasn't the case: this was what pop music was all about. It was then and it still is now.
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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Back in December, with the snow thick on
the ground, I was working on mundane
tasks in my job as an office administrator
when my mobile rang. The number
displayed was one I didn't recognise, nor
was the voice of the owner, who identified
himself as David Maguire of the BBC's
Music Entertainment department. He told
me he was working in conjunction with BBC
programme producer, Ben Whalley, who
had been commissioned to produce a twopart documentary on British music of the
1950s. The first of the two programmes was
about the birth of Rock’n’Roll in this country
and they had already interviewed the major
© BBC
players, working backwards, but had now
hit a wall. Searching the BBC library for
inspiration they had pulled out my compilation "Rock You Sinners! - The Dawn Of British Rock &
Roll" (Rev-Ola) from 2007 and had been intrigued by the points raised in my CD booklet notes
regarding the delayed start of home-grown Rock’n’Roll in this country, considering real American
Rock’n’Roll had been selling well for some time.
I launched into a scathing attack on the music industry of the 1950s (and the BBC in particular) that
had, in my view, suppressed any form of promotion for the new music or, worse, had treated it as a
joke, resulting in only established singers and bands or radio comedians having the earliest success
with pale imitations of what, undoubtedly, was being recreated up and down the country by earnest
young fans of the US blueprint. I told him I thought that the music industry had done such a thorough
job that even now, decades later, music from the 1950s - whether American or British - was still
considered to be worthless by the general punter, which wasn't helped by poorly-researched
documentaries that failed to treat the music seriously, in its own right, instead of being some
preamble into which the birth of the sainted Beatles was the only thing worthy of mention.
I think David was a little taken aback by this outburst, but said he was impressed by my obvious love
and passion for the music and said he and Ben would like to visit me to conduct an interview. Believe
it or not, I did admit that the compilation that had led him to me was my only contribution to the
promotion of British Rock’n’Roll, mentioning that there were other CD compilers who were better
informed about the music (like Roger Dopson) or even authors of honest-to-goodness reference
books (Pete Frame, Dave MacAleer, etc.) whom he should contact before me, but he said the later
era was basically well-covered already and that they needed an advocate for the early, pre-Tommy
Steele origins of British Rock’n’Roll.
A January appointment was arranged and, due to BBC cuts, the small team of three people arrived
in a large taxi with all their video and sound equipment which was set up in my music room, with my
relevant books, LP and EP sleeves artfully arranged as a backdrop. While this was being prepared,
the producer Ben Whalley had a lengthy conversation with me about music and he told me he had
worked extensively on BBC4's "Britannia" series, having produced "Pop Charts Britannia" and "Jazz
Britannia", among other episodes, but was particularly interested in 1950’s Rock’n’Roll and had
spent some time travelling around both Britain and the US interviewing old musicians and forgotten
pop stars, building up an impressive archive of interviews that he hoped to be able to use at some
time in his productions. We spoke of Sun Records and other topics of US Rock’n’Roll and rockabilly,
all of which proved to me that he was a knowledgeable and genuine fan of our music, trying to
promote it in the face of an uncaring employer.
The equipment set, the interview was conducted and we spoke at length about the pre-history of
Rock’n’Roll in this country: the amazing range of US music issued here on labels like Parlophone,
Vogue, Columbia, HMV and, of course, London American; the early covers by the likes of Ted
Heath, Boswell, Cogan, Lotis, Rosa, Suzi Miller and Frankie Vaughan (which I classed as nonRock’n’Roll artists simply singing Rock’n’Roll songs), the strangely British phenomenon of
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comedians having some of the earliest success with
the music, and finally, in late 1956 the eruption of a
genuine Rock’n’Roll scene with bands created to
play the music (Crombie, Baxter, Blackwell, Steele,
etc. and the UK's early entry into Rock’n’Roll movies
with "Rock You Sinners" and "The Tommy Steele
Story").
We didn't really touch on the later stuff because they
said they had it covered already, but I was asked
what my favourite British Rock’n’Roll record was
and, so, we spoke at some length about "The Sound
Of Fury", Billy's courage at writing and producing a
pet rockabilly project so early in his career and the
authenticity with which the musicians played on it (I
© BBC
also urged Ben to track down Alan Weighall, if still
alive, as his bass playing had been a strand that ran
right through British Rock’n’Roll from the earliest days to "The Sound Of Fury" and beyond).
I remember speaking at length about Tony Crombie's Rockets and their collectible 10" LP (visible
on the shelf behind me in the programme) and his rival Art Baxter whose band had been created to,
basically, mop up the gig dates the Crombie group couldn't fill at the height of their popularity in late
1956. I also remember pointing out anomalies in the usual histories - for instance that, in "Rock You
Sinners", Rory Blackwell is clearly heard performing his song "Rockin' With Rory"... or "Rockin' At
The 2is" a year before Wee Willie Harris wrote it!
The interview lasted well over two hours, before the big taxi came to whisk them away and, although
most of it is now, hopefully, archived for future reference and use, as you will have seen, just a few
seconds of each interview was used in the recently broadcast programme. With such one-off
documentaries, the time limit will always be against us; until our music is treated with the respect it
deserves and a whole six-part series is commissioned for posterity, if nothing else, then the sad fact
is that a laudable documentary of British Rock’n’Roll could be produced without profiling the likes of
Ray Ellington, Art Baxter, Rory Blackwell, Burt Weedon, Terry Dene, Dickie Pride, Duffy Power, Roy
Young, Adam Faith and, yes, even dear old Wee Willie, among several dozen others.
Personally, I could have done with the condensed skiffle element
being taken out of the programme (for its own dedicated episode, of
course) with, perhaps just a brief mention to put it into context, and
certainly there was no need for the overused and tired old clips of
teddy boys getting their hair styled and, plainly non-1950’s teds
stalking down the street and staging a fake rumble... or of early
1960’s couples twisting, come to that! There were also far too many
references to The Beatles and The Rolling Stones, but I'm told such
"hooks" are necessary just to get the BBC interested in
commissioning such a niche show these days.
© BBC

The resulting show was far from perfect: there were several stupid gaffs in my view, such as the
photo of Johnny Kidd's 1965 Pirates while playing "Shakin' All Over", too much 1960’s footage of
Vince Taylor and why on earth was that lengthy sequence about mountain climbing from "Six Five
Special" used when time was at such a premium? But all in all - and notwithstanding my involvement
- I think it was the best attempt so far in telling the story of the birth of British Rock’n’Roll.
One other good thing to come of it, I understand that the programme and its companion ("Kings Of
Rock’n’Roll") attracted the greatest viewing figures of all the programmes across all the digital
channels for that evening which will, hopefully, persuade the BBC that producing such
documentaries on the pre-Beatle years is not a worthless exercise. You can't argue with public
opinion... even if it seems to be a long-standing corporation policy!
Dave Penny
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I have a confession. I'm a Merseybeat fan. With the exception of a certain Fab Four, the genre has
always been unfairly maligned. But I don't care. The music may be simple and many have suggested it's
a poor imitation of US originals but I particularly like the energy and passion of these acts. I've made the
pilgrimage to Liverpool a number of times, and it's great to see these obscure acts celebrated in their
home town. Yet outside of Liverpool it's often only myself that shows any genuine excitement and
reverence for these acts. However, a trip to Hamburg gave me the first opportunity to be around other
non-Liverpudlians and see them herald some largely forgotten acts.
A trip to Hamburg has been on the cards for some time now. When you delve into this scene the exotic
clubs of Hamburg seem as remote and intoxicating as those in the southern states of America for some
of you. Names like the Indra, Top Ten and legendary Star Club mix gloriously with the exciting adventure
that is Hamburg’s Reeperbahn red light district. Last year a 50th Anniversary gig of The Star Club took
place and I was bitterly disappointed that I couldn't make it. So when TFTW friend Ted Taylor announced
he would be hosting a tribute concert to the late Tony Sheridan I knew I was being given a second
chance to see some of the old crew in their former stomping ground.
Held at another famous Hamburg club, The Kaiserkeller, the show consisted of a mix of Liverpool and
Hamburg bands. The club is a tight cellar with more pillars in the way then you'd think necessary. Were
the scaffold poles holding up the ceiling or the floor below; either way it made the 100 Club seem very
clear in comparison. I don't know what I imagined from the venue, I didn't really have any preconceived
ideas and I don't even know if it’s much the same as it was in its 60's heyday.
Many of the audience were excited to see rarely seen Liverpool acts on a German stage. Conversely, I
was excited to see the more obscure German bands. I had spent a few hours before the gig traipsing
the Hamburg streets for record stores in search of obscure German beat only to be repeatedly told that
it was “un-cool” and that ”English Beat was better”. In two shops I was even offered records by West
London's finest The Artwoods and The Downliners Sect and boldly informed that this was the 'real-deal'.
This lack of appreciation for German Beat didn't go unnoticed during the gig either. The Blackbirds, led
by original member Manfred Schmidt, gave a good set to a packed, but mainly apathetic, crowd. Even
the house band consisting of members of The Rattles and The Bonds was also largely ignored. Instead
the excitement in the crowd built when the English acts started to appear.
Kicking off with Gibson Kemp, now a Hamburg resident, but formerly a member of Kingsize’s Dominoes
amongst others and followed with nice sets from Karl Terry and Kingsize Taylor, both later to appear
on the Borderline stage for another Keith Woods extravaganza only a week later. Ex-Dominos John
Frankland also put in a great set but undoubtedly the star of the show turned out to be Lee Curtis. The
last time I saw Lee he was playing in a pub in Liverpool to the proverbial two men and a dog. But tonight
he may have been Elvis reborn. The crowd threw themselves at him and he soon had them whipped up
into a frenzy. All of this despite him being on crutches and having to be helped to the stage. His voice is
still as strong as it was in the 60's and I can't wait to see him again in January at Keith's next shin-dig.
After this though the gig did somewhat flatline. It was noticeable that the audience thinned after the
Liverpool acts had been on. Brian Parrish, once of The Londoners, didn't help with a sluggish set which,
although good, did seem a little laboured after Lee Curtis. The evening drifted further away from Tony
Sheridan when the last band of the night supplied nothing but soul covers; a decent band, but a bit out
of step with the rest of the evening. By the time the encore came with a mass reunion on stage the show
had lumbered to a halt. A good show but it had lost its way and not built to a satisfactory crescendo.
Nevertheless, as far as I was concerned it wasn't so much about the show itself. More importantly it was
the chance to say “I was there”.
Keith has put on some great shows in the last few years highlighting some of the forgotten talent of the
Liverpool scene. I do hope this continues as I believe this is a truly untapped treasure trove. I also hope
the Hamburgers realise what talent they have under their very noses. It was certainly worth the trip.
Gary Enstone
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Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
July 1, 2012
Bob Neal had to sign a contract with Col Parker to make agreement on commissions received by
each of them. As soon as Elvis was part of RCA’s stable, the label issued a 10 inch LP titled “E-Z
Country Programming No 2” with “Mystery Train” and “I Forgot To Remember To Forget”. Other
artists featured are Anita Carter, Stuart Hamblen, Hank Locklin, Skeeter Bonn, Homer & Jethro,
Chet Atkins and few others but only Elvis got two songs on it. They also issued a 10 inch LP titled
“E-Z Pop Programming No 5” with “Mystery Train”. Other artists featured are Mike Pedicin, Perry
Como, Dinah Shore, Chet Atkins and few others.
On November 19, Elvis appeared on the Louisiana Hayride remote broadcast from the high school
gymnasium in Gladewater (Tx) just after David Houston. Thirty minutes of the four-hour show were
broadcast over the CBS radio network, with the entire show airing in several states, including
Louisiana. That day some backstage pictures of Elvis playing accordion and drums were taken. The
performance went very well and he sang “Baby Let’s Play House”, “That’s All Right” and a cover of
Bill Haley’s “Rock Around the Clock”. Elvis had just met Bill Haley again in Cleveland, Ohio, on
October 20, 1955 when they played together for the movie “The Pied Piper from Cleveland”. That
Louisiana Hayride date was the last under the Sun record label, his contract being transferred to
RCA on November 21, 1955.
The next week Elvis played in Shreveport with George Jones and Slim Rhodes as special guests.
Until then no other Sun artists had guested the Louisiana Hayride. On December 3, Elvis missed
the show but Johnny Cash was brought in by Horace Logan as guest for the first time. On his
December 17, 1955 performance in Shreveport Elvis may have sung “Sixteen Tons”, “Only You”
and “Tutti Frutti”.
Johnny Cash played again on December 31 1955, this time with Elvis, and would quickly become a
favourite of the Hayride crowd. A pic of them together was taken that day. It’s reported Elvis should
have sung “Heartbreak Hotel”, “Blue Suede Shoes” and “Peace in the Valley”. When in Shreveport,
Elvis sometimes used to meet Dorothy Young (Faron Young’s sister), Grace Sands (Tommy’s
mother) and to hang around with Lynn Fautheree, Jimmy Lee’s young brother. I don’t know if he was
then still in touch with Tibby Edwards and Merle Kilgore.
Around December 1955, Scotty and Bill agreed to go on
salary for $200 a week if working and $100 if not. Scotty
Moore, Bill Black and DJ Fontana – the sidemen whose
sacrifice, hard work and musical skills helped establish Elvis
at the start – were treated like dirt by Parker. For that month,
Elvis only missed December 3rd.
On January 1, 1956, Elvis played at Kiel (Missouri), with
Webb Pierce, Slim Whitman, Hank Snow and Benny Martin.
After a performance in Charleston (Ms) Elvis, nicknamed
”King of Western Bop” and ”Folk Music Fireball”, played at
the Von Theater in Bonneville (Mississippi), on January 3,
1956, still with Johnny Cash and David Houston. A few days
earlier in Memphis, Elvis had bought, for $6,000, an eight
seat Cadillac Fleetwood 75 limousine, originally light blue,
but soon repainted black.
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On January 7, 1956, Elvis made his first Louisiana Hayride appearance of 1956. Sitting around in
Hoot and Curley’s dressing room and talking about the forthcoming Dorsey shows, he told Curley
“Mister Parker says more people will be seeing me on these four shows than I would be exposed to
for the rest of my life.” Elvis played all his Saturday commitments except on January 28 when he
made his first nationally televised appearance on the CBS-TV’s “Stage Show”. “Heartbreak Hotel”/”I
Was the One” (RCA) was just released to tie up with the performance even if Steve Sholes didn’t
care much for “Heartbreak Hotel” that was not even broadcast. On that show Elvis goes on “Shake,
Rattle and Roll/Flip, Flop and Fly” (not even recorded yet) and “I Got A Woman” from his first RCA
session in Nashville. Due to his “Stage Show” appearance, Elvis only played the Louisiana Hayride
once in February 1956. It was on the 25th and he performed “Heartbreak Hotel” for the first time
here in its true form and not with orchestra and trumpet solo as he did on the Dorsey show. The
damn auditorium down there almost exploded. With Johnny Cash being now a regular act, more
Sun performers were brought in like The Miller Sisters on Feb 4th and Carl Perkins on Feb 11th.
Elvis played on The Hayride the 3rd and 10th March when many pictures of him wearing a
sleeveless shirt with striped collar were taken by Elvis fan Carol Mangham. On March 31, Elvis
being now the “hottest artist on the RCA-Victor label”, made his last regular appearance after
fifty-three performances. For the first time the Shreveport Times advert for the show had his picture
with suit and bow tie. On that last performance Elvis sang “Baby Let’s Play House’ and “Heartbreak
Hotel”. By then Elvis has become too big and Stan Lewis remembers:
“After Ed Sullivan, Elvis came back for an autograph party and it was just a mob scene. It was just
unbelievable with the traffic and the police outside. They almost tore up my record shop, not literally
tore it up, there were just so many people in there and pulling records out and listening to ‘em… The
kid was just great in those days… just a super kid.”
Then Elvis said: “It’s all happening so fast… there’s so much happening to me that some nights I
just can’t fall asleep. Its scares me, you know… it just scares me”. The very same month, Elvis at
last earned his very own page in the Hayride Souvenir Program with a mention of his CBS-TV’s
“Stage Show” appearance. Be aware if you’re a collector ‘cause the earliest editions don’t have
anything about Elvis. However, early April of 1956, Elvis was allowed by Horace Logan to buy out
the remaining six months of his contract for the sum of $10,000 under the condition of playing one
charity show at a later date. The buyout agreement was signed by Horace Logan, Louisiana Hayride
Program Director, on April 24, 1956. From April 8 to 13, 1956 Elvis was on tour in Colorado and
Texas with Wanda Jackson, Faron Young and Jimmy & Johnny. It would be his last tour with his old
Hayride pals. Jimmy Lee Fautheree remembers: “Elvis didn’t like us imitating him. Colonel Parker
called the promoter and told him if we did any more of that rock and roll he was taking Elvis off the
tour”. On April 8 and 9, Elvis played the Denver Coliseum for 16,000 customers singing “Heartbreak
Hotel”, “I Forgot To Remember To Forget”, I Was The One”, “I Got A Woman” and “Blue Suede
Shoes”. Wanda Jackson, probably on Elvis’ advice sang “Maybelline”. By then Elvis was called “The
Cat”, “The Memphis Cat” or “The Country Cat”. On June 12, 1956, Elvis bought a white 1956
Cadillac Eldorado in Houston at a cost of $10,000. That car was repainted purple before being sold
the following year.
From July 9 to 29, 1956 Elvis took a break spending several days in Biloxi (Mississippi) with his gang
and June Juanico. They made a few personal trips to New Orleans, one being with Elvis’ folks. On
August 3, 1956, Elvis began a long series of Florida concerts starting in Miami. After a show in
Jacksonville, Elvis drove his new white Lincoln Continental Mark II bought in Miami down to New
Orleans where he played two shows, on August 12, at 4.00 and 8.15 pm in the Municipal Auditorium.
Total attendance for both shows was estimated at 13,000 and Elvis added to his repertoire “My Baby
Left Me” and “Tutti Frutti”. Among the others were “Heartbreak Hotel”, “I Want You, I Need You, I
Love You” and “Blue Suede Shoes”. After that show, Elvis headed back to Memphis and would be
back on stage only on September 26, 1956 in Tupelo for the Mississippi – Alabama Fair.
“Love Me Tender” opened at the Don Theater in Shreveport on Wednesday, November 21. On the
previous Tuesday, a special showing was given for the membership of the Elvis Presley Fan Club
with a bop contest. The local Shreveport-Bossier City fan club was run by Jeanelle Alexander and
was sponsored by local radio station KENT. Other theaters in Shreveport were the Rex Theater
located at the South West corner of Highland Ave and Kings Highway (it was closed in 1959), the
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Oy Drive-In (Greenwood Road), The Capitol, The Majestic, The Star (Texas Ave), The Strand
(Louisiana Ave), The Gleenwood (Line Ave), The Centenary, The Broadmoor (Youree) and The
Southland (Barksdale Bld).
Elvis would return and play that last Louisiana Hayride show on December 15, 1956 at the Hirsch
Youth Center at the Louisiana State Fairground. Elvis was coming from Memphis with his cousins
Gene and Junior Smith, Bitsy Mott and Hal Kanter, director for “Loving You”, in his Lincoln
Continental. Scotty and Bill came with another car and the whole gang stopped on the way at the
Trio Club in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. That supper club was soon packed by fans and a picture of Elvis
with The Browns made the front page of the Pine Bluff Commercial the next day. The Trio Club was
a frequent stop for country performers who liked Mama Brown’s cooking. Arriving in Shreveport,
Elvis booked a room at the Captain Shreve Hotel (also known as Washington-Youree) and had to
travel from the hotel to the fairgrounds in a police patrol car. While at the hotel, Elvis had a visit from
Tillman Franks and Paul Kallinger, a DJ from XERF located in Del Rio (Tx). At the location, the
backstage area was crowded and a press conference was set before the show. A lot of pictures
were taken with Johnny Horton, Tommy Blake, Stan Lewis, Merle Kilgore, cute little Darlene Pearl
Franks, Ginny & Helen Clay, Kay Wheeler from Dallas FC and Jeanelle Alexander from Shreveport
FC.
No movies of Elvis were permitted but a photographer, Jack Barham, was on assignment for Life
Magazine and The Shreveport Journal while another one, Langston McEachern, was there for The
Sheverport Times. The two were given unlimited access to the facility and moved about freely on
stage and off. In addition to his duties for the Journal, Jack Barham was on assignment for LIFE
Magazine. LIFE was preparing a story about Elvis and needed a photo to illustrate a conversation
between Elvis and a Japanese impersonator. Jack explained to the Colonel the need to "stage" a
shot of Elvis on the phone to illustrate the conversation that had already taken place between the
two nationals. The dressing room had one standard rotary phone with a six-foot cord on a shelf in
the corner. The cramped quarters quickly proved unyielding as Jack searched in vain for a good
angle and the Colonel grew impatient. The Colonel, however, was not to be defeated. He quickly
provided his own solution by yanking the phone from the wall and bellowing at Jack and Elvis to
follow him into the hall. A folding chair was plopped down and Elvis was ordered to talk on the phone
whose shredded wires dangled out of frame. Jack sat Elvis in the chair backwards for a casual
feeling and the photo was over in short order. The picture with Stan Lewis was taken at the same
time. Having been a sharp businessman for years, Stan knew about the commercial value of a pic
with Elvis in LIFE Magazine. So he must have been on cloud no 9. What he didn’t know was the
Colonel never gave something (including a plug) for free and didn't want Elvis overshadowed by
somebody. That group pic was never printed and I don't think any of that set found their way into
that national magazine. Jack Barham also took the famous pictures of Elvis on stage that found their
way into many of Elvis’ books and records. On those
pictures you can note the KWKH mike stand being removed
probably on Col Parker’s orders.
Over 9000 fans attended the benefit performance for the
Shreveport YMCA to assist in its metropolitan expansion
program to build, among other things, a swimming pool.
Elvis came on stage wearing dark trousers, white silk tie
and white bucks playing a beautiful Gibson guitar. In his 35
minute set with The Jordanaires, Elvis sang in order
“Heartbreak Hotel”, “Long Tall Sally”, “I Was the One”,
“Love Me Tender”, “Don’t Be Cruel”, “Love Me” “I Got A
Woman”, “When My Blue Moon Turn To Gold Again” and
“Paralyzed”. Like he always did, Elvis played an extended
and burlesque version of “Hound Dog” lasting 3.15 minutes
that was recorded at KWKH. Two songs “I Was the One”
and “Love Me Tender” were recorded by an audience
member. It is interesting to note that when Elvis gave his
collection of 78 rpms to Scotty Moore, in January 1968, to
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have them transferred onto reel to reel tape there were, among the 28 records, “I Got a Woman”
(Ray Charles – Atlantic) and “Hound Dog” (Willie Mae “Big Mama” Thornton – Peacock ). Those
records were left at Music Recorder studio until 1973 and were never dubbed. The whole Hirch
Youth Center performance was edited in a 5 CD box-set titled “Young Man With The Big Beat – The
complete ’56 master” in 2011 and by The Memphis Recording Service, in November 2011, under
the title of “The Complete Louisiana Hayride Archives 1954-1956”.
When he had finished his show, Elvis rushed to the waiting police squad car for the trip back to the
hotel and Horace Logan made the famous announcement “Elvis has left the building”. Horace made
clear that Elvis had left the stage and went out the back with the policemen and, being gone from
the building, he would not be coming back on stage. He reminded the crowd the Hayride would
continue. Gary Bryant, a Hayride cast member, took the stage and tried to cool down the screaming
crowd by doing “Blue Suede Shoes”. It was the last Hayride performance for Elvis and the
Shreveport YMCA got a check for $7,551.99 from KWKH General Manager Henry Clay. But the
story doesn’t end here even if, ironically, Elvis’ ascendance to fame on the Louisiana Hayride also
marks the beginning of the show’s gradual decline. On January 21, 1957 the production for “Loving
You” started and Hal Kanter took the profit of what he saw at the fairground.
Early in 1957, Stan Lewis got a “demo” copy of Elvis’ forthcoming single on RCA “All Shook Up”
(recorded January 12th) sent to him, mistakenly maybe, by Joe Monroe who worked previously on
KJOE and KENT and acted also sometime as a record distributor. That record was brought to
George Carlin, DJ at KJOE while stationed at Barksdale USAF base from July 1956 to July 1957.
The 19 year old DJ was the first to broadcast that Elvis song not issued until March 1957 with “That’s
When Your Heartaches Begin” as flip side (RCA 20-6870).
Dandy Don Logan, a DJ brought in to replace Ron Baxley on KEEL radio located in Shreveport
remembers things like this:
"Stan got in this shipment of RCA records. Back in those days his business was small, so he would
open the shipments, count the records, compare the count to the invoice, etc. That's what he was
doing when he found an extra RCA record that was not on the invoice. He looked at the record and
saw that it was by Elvis Presley and the title was "All Shook Up". Stan knew all the hot artists, hot
records and this was a song title he was not familiar with. He looked for the title in his latest edition
of Billboard. There were three Elvis records in the charts, but this was not one of them. Neither was
it in the picks nor review section. A smile broke out on his face. He realized that he held in his hand
the next release of the hottest new artist in the country. He did not bring this record to KEEL though.
Instead, he took it to Joe Monroe, a DJ who had helped Stan in his beginning years, who now owned
his own station, KJOE. Joe gave it to his DJ George Carlin, who would become an international
comedian later in life, but at that time was in the Air Force and working part time at KJOE. Carlin
played the record and became the first radio station in the nation to play this Elvis record. The event
made the national news". Gordon McLendon who owned KEEL, is said to have been furious over
being beaten in this instance in the Shreveport market and reportedly called everyone he knew in
the record business, asking them to boycott Stan. McLendon always thought Stan got the record
from D. J. Fontana, who was Elvis' drummer and Stan's cousin, for the express purpose of getting
national attention for KJOE.”
On July 21, 1957, “Loving You” opened at Shreveport’s Strand Theatre and, the following month on
the 29th, Bob Luman, James Burton and David Houston made their celluloid debuts on “Carnival
Rock” at the same theatre. On the opening day, they played several times on stage to support that
movie and another one titled “Teen Age Thunder”. In November 1957, the Don Theater in
Shreveport would screen “Jailhouse Rock”. During his early times in Shreveport, Elvis used to watch
movies in those theatres.
From January 20, 1958 to March 10, 1958, “King Creole” was shot in part on location in New
Orleans. The film made effective use of such local sites as the French Quarter, Lake Pontchartrain,
and a local high school. During location shooting, Elvis had a major problem with fans mobbing him
at the Roosevelt Hotel, where he was staying. Hal Wallis arranged for heavy-duty security so Elvis
could get enough rest to look fresh on camera.
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Pinkerton guards patrolled the hallways, the elevators, and even the fire escapes of the hotel to
keep well-intentioned but troublesome fans away. When he returned to his hotel in the evening,
Elvis had to go to the top of an adjacent building, cross over the roof, and enter the Roosevelt by
way of a fire escape. He was unable to enjoy New Orleans' celebrated nightclubs or famous
restaurants because of the persistence of his fans.
Shooting in the city's streets was even worse; city policemen had to be used for crowd control. By
this time, Elvis Presley had entered a new phase of his career that would keep him in seclusion,
away from the fans who not only made him a star but also made him a recluse. For the movie
soundtrack, Elvis recorded “New Orleans” at Radio Recorders on January 15, 1958 and that song
was issued on RCA EPA-4319 in July 1958 and LP LPM 1884 in August 1958. It was re-issued as
EPA-5122 in the Golden Standard Series in November 1959 bringing a fine tribute to Louisiana with
these words:
You'll never know
What heaven means
Until you've been down to New Orleans
You ain't been livin' till you cuddle and coo
With some black-eyed baby by de old bayou
Louisiana baby tells you stay awhile
Live it up, love it up, southern style
Way down in New New Orleans.
For the Louisiana Hayride’s tenth anniversary celebration show in April 1958, Elvis and the Colonel
sent a congratulations telegram that was read to the audience. Then Elvis had been a private at Fort
Hood (Texas) since March 28, 1958. For the celebration Webb Pierce and Faron Young were back
on stage in Shreveport with Jimmie Davis and Claude King. Among the many Louisiana dee-jays
who guested at that event were Al Robinson (KSYL) and Bill Lynch (KDBS), from Alexandria, and
Merle Kilgore and Dave McClellan from Shreveport.
Elvis played in Monroe and Baton Rouge in 1974, Monroe, Lake Charles and Shreveport in 1975.
The Shreveport afternoon show from June 7th was recorded and we can hear Elvis goin’ on
“Mystery Train” and “Tiger Man”, something that has not often happened. Elvis’ last appearance in
Shreveport was July 1, 1976 at the Hirsch Coliseum and the following day he played at Baton
Rouge’s Louisiana State University. In October of 2004, on the 50th anniversary of his arrival in
Shreveport, a life size bronze statue of Elvis was dedicated in front of the Municipal Auditorium.
His last performances in Louisiana were played at Alexandria (March 29 and 30, 1977) and at
Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge on
May 31, 1977 after he was just unable to be on
stage in that town on March 31, 1977.
For all those of you who had an interest in
Elvis’ work at the Louisiana Auditorium, you
may buy the “Elvis – Louisiana Hayride” book
by Frank Page and Joey Kent. That very nice
book was published by Louisiana Hayride Inc
Publishing.
The
“Louisiana
Hayride”
recordings and the May 16, 1956 Little Rock
performance had been bootlegged and legally
issued on countless LPs and CDs through the
years but my favourite stays “Elvis Presley at
The Louisiana Hayride 1954-1955” (Stomper
Time Sten 3 and Sten 8), two 10 inch LPs
coming from the UK.

The End
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The Stage - May 24 1962
Jerry Lee Lewis Gives the
Piano a Rough Time
and Scores a Big Hit
THIS country has imported many
rock'n'roll artists from America but
few have lived up to anything like
their reputations of being stars.
With that in mind, it's good to
declare that this week I've at last
seen a r.'n'r. import from the U.S.
who is worthy of being called a fine
entertainer-25-year-old Jerry Lee
Lewis from Ferriday, Louisiana.
He's currently doing a whirlwind
British tour of one night stands and
on Monday came the nearest he
gets to performing in London - at
Mitcham's Majestic Cinema.
Last Visit
Perhaps the promoters were a little
worried to see what sort of reaction Mr. Lewis would receive after
the terrific storm of indignant criticism whipped up on his last visit early in 1958. It was over the fact
that he had married his 13-yearold cousin Myra and the criticism
was so severe that he had to return to America with nearly all
dates left unfulfilled.
And so, four years later - following
hard times and a very happy married life - he returned to try his luck
again.
Nobody need have worried! When
he appeared on stage at Mitcham
wearing a spectacular burnished
gold jacket and charcoal grey trousers, he was accorded a terrific,
ear-shattering ovation. He was to
prove that it was well deserved.
High Pressure
Working like a trojan with a high
pressure performance of wholehearted singing and explosive piano playing he gradually created
an electric atmosphere in the cinema. Here was excitement personified.
Poor piano! It certainly had a
rough time as this original wild
man of rock made an all-out attempt to prove his worth. His

hands flashed over the keyboard
with the speed of lightning as he
pounded, pummelled and pulverised the poor instrument into submission. It was not surprising that
part of it fell away.
And as his act built up, Mr. Lewis
ripped off his yellow tie, hurled his
splendid jacket to the ground,
kicked his chair in the direction of
the wings and even jumped up on
the top of the piano.
Mr. Lewis is certainly a man without inhibitions whilst on stage and
thought nothing of frequently
combing his long, wavy and very
unruly hair between numbers.
Incidentally, among the songs he
belted out were "Whole Lot Of
Shaking", "Good Golly Miss Molly",
"High School Confidential" and
"Great Balls of Fire".
Low Ebb
As for the rest of the bill, I prefer
to look on it as a bad dream. With
the exception of comedian-compere Dave Reid, who worked real
hard to dispense some original
and amusing patter, the talent
was at a depressingly low ebb. It
consisted of a motley collection of
singers who didn't appear to have
the initiative to fight the adversity
of a terribly ineffective mike or the
backing group, The Echoes, who
seemed to be doing its best to
drown them out.
Prowling
I haven't the foggiest what the
songs aired by bespectacled Buddy Britton, purple-jacketed Stewart Lawren, The Bachelors or
bronze-suited Danny Storme were
called or about and the tough
audience around me didn't seem
to be much enlightened either.
A prowling, blue-suited Tommy
Bruce seemed to cope a little better with the situation and his
growling voice was strong.
Completing the line-up were the
Allisons. They appeared bewildered by the proceedings, sang
three songs and were on and off
stage in little more than five minutes flat.
N.N.
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The Stage - March 27 1958
ROCK 'N' ROLL IN
THE GORBALS
TEN YEARS have elapsed since we Last
saw "Miracle in the Gorbals," Robert Helpmann's grim dance-drama, revived at Covent
Garden on Friday evening last with two
members of the original cast, Mr. Helpmann
himself as the Stranger and Leslie Edwards
as the Beggar.
In many ways this terrifying glimpse of razor-slashers at work is more up-to-date than
it was in 1944, when the ballet was first seen
at the Princes. Teddy boy toughs have become a burning social problem since then
and their gangster violence makes headlines
in the Press every day of the week. In this
revival of "Miracle in the Gorbals" the costumes have been brought into line with modern trends by the introduction of jeans and
vulgar-bright socks and the choreography
has been adjusted to permit a suggestion of
rock 'n' roll. Far from being dated, the ballet
is more topical than ever.
The impact is as powerful as ever and the
team-work of the Royal Ballet was magnificent on the opening night. The crude colouring of the squalor of the slums, the mob
violence let loose in that brick-and-mortar
jungle, and the essential individuality of every character on the stage, were all stressed to
the right degree, leaving a searing, lasting
impression upon the onlooker.
Robert Helpmann hardly moves a facial
muscle as the Stranger, Christ come back to
a big city, amidst the unfriendliness of its
over-crowded streets. Yet, as if by thought
transference, he conveys the working of his
mind in minute detail. It is a most moving
performance, though far from being Mr.
Helpmann's most spectacular adventure in
the realm of mime.
TRANSFIGURED
Julia Farron as the rapt and transfigured
Prostitute gave further indication of her incisive power as an actress: Annette Page expressed all the pathos of the Suicide's feel on
regaining life and Leslie Edwards endowed
the Beggar with such intense realism, one
could almost sniff the offensive odour of his
rags in the stalls.
E.J.

Three Woodies were removed from the
Nashville hotel they had booked and paid
for by an armed guard after a bungling desk
clerk refused to release their rooms to them.
However, the trio had the last laugh when
the twerp who cocked up made headlines
in national newspapers when they arrived
back in the UK.
The Woodies from the UK and Australia
had planned to spend their first night in the
United States at the Knights Inn on Spring
Street, and a fourth member of the party
had booked and paid for two rooms by
credit card before they left Europe.
The threesome, British journalists John Howard and Nick Cobban, and Australian IT expert Alan
Lloyd, turned up at 9pm to claim their rooms, having flown from London to Washington DC, and then
changed planes for Nashville for a three night stop-over.
However, the desk clerk, Ali Mir, said he could not hand over the room keys unless the person who
had made the booking was present. He was British magazine accountant Lee Wilkinson, who had
been unable to get a seat on the London-Washington-Nashville flight, and was instead flying alone
on the London-New York-Nashville route, all flights via United Airlines.
The trio insisted they should be given their rooms, but Mr Mir still refused. So the three friends, all
in their sixties, sat to await Mr Wilkinson’s arrival. By midnight, they decided to drive their hire car
back to Nashville airport to find out what had happened to the New York flight, where they found no
further flights were anticipated that night.
So they returned to the hotel to remonstrate with Mr Mir, who offered initially to book them two more
rooms provided they paid in advance, and said they would also have to pay for the two rooms
booked and paid for.
“It was an insane situation,” said John Howard. “He had empty rooms, two rooms had been paid for
in advance, and yet here we were, completely tired out and road weary, and we could not get in.”
It was when Alan Lloyd threatened to report the incident to the travel website TripAdvisor that Mr
Mir’s attitude changed.
“He said he would not now rent us two more rooms, and we had to leave,” said Alan Lloyd. “We
asked him if he was the manager James Patel, the name above the reception area, and he said he
was. So we assumed there was no appeal to higher management.
“At that point he summoned an armed guard, he named as Mr Miller, who stood with his hand on
his gun as we picked up our suitcases and returned to the Ford Escape we had hired.”
It was after 1am as the trio drove from hotel to hotel seeking a vacancy, and on the fourth attempt
found rooms at the Comfort Inn on Demonbreun Street.
On a number of occasions they attempted to phone Mr Wilkinson, who was specifically told his
Virgin mobile phone was compatible with the US telephone system, to no avail.
The following morning, they returned to the Knights Inn to find Mr Wilkinson, worried and waiting for
them. He had apparently arrived first, but the hotel clerk had not revealed this, and had not
attempted to contact Mr Wilkinson who was in one of the two rooms that had been booked.
Lee said: “I wondered what had happened to the others, whether they had missed their flights or
what. I didn’t dream they were in the reception area waiting for me. A simple phone call to my room
by the desk clerk would have solved the problem, which was completely unnecessary.”
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When the matter was reported next day to the hotel operator, James Patel, who said he had other
hotel interests in the town, he was deeply apologetic, and gave the angry tourists a substantial
discount.
He said: “I have reprimanded Mr Mir, and explained that although he should follow the rules, he
needs to be flexible. He has worked here for six months, and claims he had five years experience
with Hampton Inns, but I am beginning to doubt that.”
This hotel horror story is now making headlines in European newspapers, who seize on stories of
this nature - a parallel story involves British tourists in Italy being charged 80 dollars for four ice
creams.
Mr Howard summed up: “This sort of story reflects badly not only on Nashville, but the whole US
tourist industry. It will make European tourists think twice about visiting America.
“Armed hotel guards are unheard of in Europe, and when they are turned on hotel guests who have
pre-paid for their rooms, Europeans are flabbergasted.”
He added: “We otherwise enjoyed our visit
to Nashville, visiting the Ryman Auditorium,
Opryland, and the Country Music Hall of
Fame. But for us Music City USA turned into
Frustration City USA.”

John

Lee

Alan

The Daily Mail Online edition, the most-read
news website in the world, and the second
biggest in the USA, devoted no less than ten
pages with three photos to the debacle,
reprinted dozens of negative TripAdvistor
comments about the hotel, giving
international publicity to a catalogue of
complaints.

Nick

"Mr Patel would have been better off if he
had just swallowed the suggestion that he
would be reported to TripAdvisor," said Alan. "Instead, millions of people all over the world now know
of Knights Inn and its reputation. Incidentally, we would be happy to stay there again since we had
no further complaints, if it remains open. Which I doubt."
John Howard

The Sun Never Sets On Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton
and, from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. Alan Law was found guilty of disorderly conduct by playing loud music from his truck with the
windows rolled down in Cambridge, Ohio. He was sentenced either to a $100 fine, or listening
to 4 hours of polka king Frankie Yankovic’s greatest hits in a police station interview room; Law
chose the latter. Judge John Nicholson said “Most of the time I try to impart the Golden Rule to
people: Do unto others as you would others do unto you”. You may enjoy listening to your music,
but many people do not want to hear your music.” Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal 1.9.2001
2. Phil Ramone, Grammy Award winning engineer, arranger and producer died in March of
heart surgery complications. Ramone won 14 Grammy Awards and one for lifetime
achievement. Worldwide sales for his projects topped 100 million, He worked with Aretha
Franklin, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett etc. He also worked on The Band’s “The Band” and
Dylan’s “Blood On The Tracks”. He produced three records that won Grammys for album of the
year including: Simon’s “Still Crazy After All These Years” and Joel’s “52nd Street”. Source:
Hillel Italie, L.A. Review-Journal, 3.3.2013
3. Louis Prima & Keely Smith began at the Sahara Casbah on 24.11.54 . Prima had seen Sam
Butera & The Night Trainers pack out a club in New Orleans, and had just recorded “Easy
Rockin”, Prima invited the saxman to join his band in time for a Boxing Day show. Prima really
wanted a bebop jazz sax but was aware he had to change his style so began listening to Fats
Domino and the “honkin’ wild style” he was hearing in the French Quarter night clubs. The band
was now called The Witnesses and billed “The Wildest Show In Vegas”. Source: Mike
Weatherford, Nevada Magazine, Sept 2001
4. George Jackson, 68, died Sunday at his Mississippi home, said Thomas Crouch Sr. board
chairman of Malaco Records. Born in Greenville, Miss., Jackson was writing songs in his teens,
and it was Ike Turner who brought Jackson to Cosimo Matassa’s studio in New Orleans where
he recorded his first song in 1963. Jackson recorded dozens of singles, but made his mark as
a writer for Fame Studios, Muscle Shoals Sound Studios and Malaco. Jackson’s songs were
recorded by James Brown, Wilson Pickett and Clarence Carter. He wrote Down Home Blues for
Z.Z. Hill. Source: L.A. Times 19.4.2013
5. Buddy Guy 76, who made his first guitar out of old paint cans and wire, received a Kennedy
Centre Honor during Dec. 2012. At a pre-show State Department function where Hillary Clinton
was host and Meryl Street was MC, Guy acknowledged his inspirators such as Howling Wolf
and Son House. Bill Clinton toasted Guy saying he had travelled from a Cotton Patch to the
concrete jungle of Chicago to emerge as the “greatest Living blues guitarist”. At the Sunday
show Morgan Freeman said he mastered the soul of the gut bucket South: Source: Las Vegas
Sentinel-Voice, 6.12.2012
6. Gordon Stoker joined the Jordanaires in 1950 two years after the gospel group were formed
in Missouri. In the mid-1950s they performed with Eddy Arnold at Nashville’s Grand Ole Opry,
where they were spotted by Elvis Presley, and in 1956 appeared with him on the Steve Allen
show. Stoker performed on many Elvis records, and also performed with Patsy Cline on “I Fall
To Pieces” and “Sweet Dreams” and with Ricky Nelson on “Traveling Man” and “Hello Mary
Lou”. Stoker was born 3.8.24 in Gleason, Tenn, died March 27 at his home in Brentwood, Tenn.
Source: L.A. Times, 29.3.2013
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7. Mark Coop trademarked his “Keep Calm and Carry On” business two years ago, selling goods
containing the phrase. 13 years ago Stuart Manley, an Alnwick, UK bookseller discovered a
WW11 poster instructing the public to “Keep Calm And Carry On” and has sold between 100,000
– 200,000 copies. Manley has issued a legal appeal to overturn the trademark and a decision is
expected soon. The poster was the third in a Government series, but although hundreds of
thousands of copies were printed they never got off the ground. Source: Henry Chu, L.A. Times,
1.5.2013
8. Peter Hare-Scott, leader of the Mid Devon District Council, said “As a public body… we have
a duty to promote good English”. This comment arose from the belief that the council was to
eliminate the apostrophe from road signs. Example Kings Crescent or King’s Crescent?
Apostrophes had been disappearing from road signs in Mid Devon in recent years. Critics claim
that proper punctuation promotes clarity. John Richards, founder of the Apostrophe Protection
Society Says “Absolutely the right thing. A good move. I’m pleased to hear it”. Source: Henry
Chu, L.A. Times, 29.3.2013
9. “Crawdaddy” is a rock criticism magazine first issued by the then 17 years old Paul Williams
from a friend’s Brooklyn basement 1966 to 1968. It pre-dated “Rolling Stone” by 18 months. It
was revived as a quarterly mail order journal in 1993, and now appears as a blog on
pastemagazine.com. Previously Williams had received calls to his Swarthmore College dorm
room from Bob Dylan and Paul Simon praising him for his writing talents. The magazine was
named after the British club where the Rolling Stones performed. Williams died in March.
Source: Steve Chawkins, L.A. Times 1.4.2013
10. Louis Prima Jr. grew up in Las Vegas and in New Orleans, Sr. died in 1978 when Prima Jr.
was 9, leaving behind $2 million in IRS debt and little or no song royalties. Prima Jr’s mother Gia
Maione now living in Florida recouped most of the songs’ rights and re-established the elder
Prima’s legacy. Three years ago Prima Jr. put together his eight piece band “Louis Prima Jr. and
the Witnesses”, and has played Italy, New York, New Orleans, Vegas and more. Prima Jr. says
he is not playing nostalgia; he calls it “The Shock Factor…, brash, boisterous and energetic”.
Source: L.A. Review-Journal, 2.5.2013
11. Glen Campbell’s Alzheimer’s disease has prevented future tours since the disease has
progressed too far. There will be an album released on July 30th called “See You There”. His
last album was “Ghost On The Canvas” in 2011. The new LP will contain reimaging of some of
his best known tracks. His wife Kim Kimbell says her husband occasionally lays down vocal
tracks in the studio but he remains healthy and vigorous playing golf and inviting musician
friends over. They recently visited Merle Haggard and Toby Keith. Source: Chris Talbott, Las
Vegas Review-Journal, 23.4.2013
12.” The Corporation”, a song writing and producing team, was responsible for many of the
Jackson 5’s early hits for Motown Records. Members were Alphonso Mizell, Freddie Perren,
Berry Gordon and Deke Richards. Richards wrote “Love Child” for Diana Ross & The Supremes
and “I’m Still Waiting” as a solo for Ross. Other recording artists for whom Richards wrote or
produced songs include Bobby Darin and Martha Reeves and the Vandellas. Born Dennis
Lussier 8.4.44 in Los Angeles he was the son of screen writer Dane Lussier. Richards died April
2013. Source: L.A. Times, 27.4.2013
13. John Johnson Jr. Is co-author of the nonfiction book “Peppermint Twist: The Mob, the Music”
and the most famous dance club of the ‘60s. An off New York Broadway dive it was owned by
Johnny Biello a high ranking Mafia member. It was originally nothing more than a front for the
rackets including gambling, numbers running, loan sharking and union swindlers. Dick Cami,
Biello’s son-in-law suggested including rock‘n’roll and this is where The Twist dance craze took
off. Biello was assassinated in 1967 in downtown Miami. Source: John Johnson Jr. L.A. Times,
21.4.2013

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Nashville Cats
Well, what a (mostly) swell time we had on our trip to the American south. The first night in Nashville
was a bit of a nightmare – as reported elsewhere. However, much to my relief, my fellow travelling
Woodies - Nick Cobban, John Howard and Alan Lloyd - turned up with a Ford Escape compact SUV
in heavy rain the following morning. After a manly group hug we set about the business of enjoying
ourselves with a visit to the Country Music Hall of Fame, which featured a Patsy Cline exhibition plus
an assortment of other features such as the Bakersfield sound of Merle Haggard and Buck Owens:
quite a collection of all things country on this audio self-guided tour, as a matter of fact.
From there we joined the tour bus to the historic RCA Studio B accompanied by Debbie, our bubbly,
enthusiastic and knowledgeable guide. The place boasts that one thousand hits have been
recorded there from the likes of the Everly Brothers, Elvis, Roy Orbison, Jim Reeves, and more
recently Marty Stuart, and some of the original equipment is on show.
After a burger and a beer at Roberts Western World, where capable singer/guitarist Clay Canfield
entertained us with a few songs of his own and some covers, including Joe South’s Games People
Play, we went to the Great Escape, a vast record shop packed with oodles of vinyl goodies.
The next evening we experienced an Opry Country Classic concert at the original home of the
Grand Ole Opry, the Ryman Auditorium, which was being broadcast live on 650AM WSM radio.
Amongst others we saw 80 year old Mel Tillis who stutters when he talks but sings just fine, and is
perhaps best known as the writer of Detroit City, and black clad Johnny Cash influenced rockabilly
style singer Mark Collie. Larry, the elder of the three Gatlin Brothers, proved to be a most genial host
and it was quite fascinating watching the experienced announcer with a wonderful voice for radio,
Eddie Stubbs, in action.
Alabammy Bound
Leaving Nashville on Friday April 26 en route to Alabama we came across a sort of small store-cummuseum on the roadside that was a real throwback to the fifties, with all manner of old fashioned
paraphernalia inside. Some of the goods were on sale whereas others seemed to be for display
purposes only. It was, as John remarked, reminiscent of something from a Stephen King novel, right
down to the old lady in attendance who said she was minding it for her son.
Arriving in Muscle Shoals in the afternoon our first port of call was the FAME recording studios.
founded in 1959 by Rick Hall, who is still the proprietor. The likes of Arthur Alexander, Aretha
Franklin, Wilson Pickett, Etta James and Joe Tex cut some of their best known numbers here.
Fortunately we arrived just as manager John Gifford was about to begin a tour, which we were
invited to join. He told us all about the studio, past and present, and of some of the many artists who
had recorded in the building throughout the years, which made for an enthralling experience.
We also went to the nearby Muscle Shoals Sound Studio on Jackson Highway, but it had closed for
the weekend. Moving on to the Alabama Music Hall of Fame we found that it had shut down a few
months earlier due to funding cuts.
After chomping chicken at Champy’s where a blues band was playing, we headed for the bar at the
Marriott Shoals Hotel & Spa, which is adorned with musicians’ photos. I enquired about the large
Sam Phillips portrait, which I had heard was on display, but was informed that it was situated in the
Sam Phillips suite, which was currently occupied. Still, I was glad to hear that Sam has a set of
rooms named after him in his home town of Florence.
On Saturday morning driving towards Bessemer, we enjoyed a tasty and filling meal in the
Blackwater Restaurant on Highway 195 in Jasper, Walker County, which we were told was a dry
county when asking for beer. Anyway it was quite busy with the waitress serving good ol’ Southern
boys with their vittles.
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Next stop was Bessemer where Nick had learned of Gip’s Place, an authentic juke joint tucked away
towards the edge of town which only opens on Saturday nights. It was well worth the effort of
seeking out what was essentially little more than a cabin decorated with party lights, Christmas
trimmings, some musical memorabilia and assorted bric-a-brac with seating and a stage. After a
warm welcome we managed to find a place to sit, and having been told it was BYOB (bring your own
beer) settled down with our bottles as the place filled-up.
A camera crew was in evidence filming a documentary, and the fact that we were from England
seemed to go down well with the locals. Owner Henry ‘Gip’ Gipson is apparently well into his
eighties, was dressed to the nines and sounded pretty good too when he sang and picked his guitar.
It all started with a prayer though, before a couple of local musicians took to the stage. The main
attraction, Chris Simmons and his blues band, served up some fine music a little later on, which
excited the patrons and added to the atmosphere.
We got chatting to a few people seated near us such as Cassandra aka Red who was celebrating
her birthday by whooping and hollering in between sips of her vodka and orange, and Eugene of
www.todayinbirmingham.com. We also ate delicious Polish dogs – akin to a hot dog, but with a
much tastier meaty sausage. It really was a terrific night out and the highlight of our holiday, and the
next day photos of us appeared on the Gip’s Place Facebook page.
Unfortunately the following Saturday police officers raided the joint, which Gip has been operating
since 1952 and closed it down. The blues world is pressing the authorities to seriously consider this
truly sad state of affairs and allow Gip’s Place to function again.
Our next port of call, on the Sunday, was Montgomery where Hank Williams moved to with his
mother, shortly before his fourteenth birthday. The museum, created in his memory, proudly
displays a collection of Hank’s clothing, records, and other personal items, some of which have been
loaned by his son Hank Williams Jr. Also exhibited is the powder blue Cadillac in which Hank died
in the early hours of New Year’s Day 1953.
I was saddened to discover that the museum’s founder Cecil Jackson, who I met some years ago,
had passed away. However, his daughter Beth remains as manager of the operation to keep the
flag flying in Hank’s memory, and to welcome visiting fans.
We then visited the Hank Williams statue, just a few
blocks away, and went onto Oakwood Cemetery, to
quietly reflect at the impressive site of Hank and
Audrey’s final resting place. We spent most of the
evening in the Pratt Pub and Oyster Bar in nearby
Prattville, which seemed to be quite a popular watering
hole for local rednecks and sundry visitors.
The next morning we paid a visit to the Civil Rights
Memorial Center, which chronicles the progression of
the Civil Rights Movement and pays tribute to some of
the people who lost their lives in the struggle for
equality.

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

From there we drove down to Biloxi, Mississippi,
staying in nearby D’Iberville and enjoying an evening
out on Government Street in Ocean Springs where we
called in at The Beer House and enjoyed food and a
selection of bottled beers in the garden at the rear of
Mezo’s Juke Joint.
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In the last issue of the magazine I referred to Jay McCaddin's request about a Johnny Bersin record
he had heard recently and, to his astonishment, his pal Jivin' Gene replied that Johnny was a near
neighbour. I included Johnny in our TFTW Stompin' USA 2013 itinerary and we met at Yesterdays
Club in Lake Charles (see Jay McCaddin's photo below). Johnny is a true gent and I am sure he is
tickled pink by this sudden new invasion by the Brits. Now a signed up Woodie, I hope Johnny finds
as much pleasure reading about his music and era in further editions of this magazine as we
enjoyed publishing his story below:
Ken Major

Jay McCaddin, Jivin’ Gene, Johnny Bersin, Ronnie Bennett, Gene Terry
Raised and went to school in Port Arthur, Tx, except for the first couple months of my life where
I was born in Vidor, Tx. Been interested in music as far as I can remember. My first song to learn
was Hank Williams’
which I signed up to sing at a local movie theater talent contest
at about eight years old. There were too many contestants, so I didn’t get in. Truthfully, I was
glad, scared to death. My competition was tough, another singer or two, a guy tap dancing, and
someone doing yo yo tricks. I would never have won the two free movie passes with that line-up in
front of me.
Country music was about all I heard of at that age; Hank Williams, Webb Pierce, Lefty Frizell and
those guys. When I was 16 I had a black neighbor that played guitar. He got me interested. My
first and only electric guitar I ever had was a Harmony H44 Stratotone until later in life. I guess
the biggest influence on me was the music of the ‘50s; Chuck Berry, Fats Domino, Chuck Willis, etc.
During my senior year in high school, some of my friends formed bands. That stoked my interest
more. I formed my first band right after high school with another guitar player and a drummer.
We practised for a while and got our first and only gig playing live on a local radio show. I would
give anything to hear that tape now. Had to be the worst sound to ever come out of that station.
Not long after that, I got a call from Johnny Roy, lead guitarist for a band called the Dialtones
asking me to play rhythm guitar with them. That was in the summer of 1958 I believe. They had a
good singer at that time, and played a lot of rockabilly music. I didn’t sing at all with them yet.
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Wasn’t long and the lead singer left the band, and I took over that chore. We started playing more
rock and roll, rhythm & blues, and doo-wop.
In October 1958, we were hired to play each Sunday for a teen dance, along with a different guest
band each week. That is where I was introduced to swamp pop although it wasn’t called that then.
Some of the bands that came over and played were Elton Anderson, T K Hulin, Rod Bernard, Cookie
& the Cupcakes and more.
During that time I signed a contract with the guy that was sponsoring that event to record and let
him book us. We recorded seven sides with him under the Jin label. Three were never released.
The first two songs were recorded in Beaumont, at Bill Hall’s old studio. The other five were
recorded in Louisiana. I never approved of two songs of the five that were released and, shortly
after that, our manager and I broke off our agreement. That was in 1959 I think. Shortly after
that, I believe in 1960 I recorded two sides for Hallway Records. They were released early that
year;
and
.
Our band had been playing primarily nite clubs and teen dances in SE Texas, and SW Louisiana.
During that time I played two TV shows, one in Houston, The Larry Kane Show, and another in
Beaumont, Tx. They were music shows modeled after American Bandstand.
The Dialtones played together until Sept. 1960. Johnny Roy left to attend college out of town. We
still had approximately four to six weeks of commitments so during that time I hired Johnny
Winter to play lead guitar for us. Johnny was from Beaumont and a friend to me and our bass
player. When that was done I left to join Johnny in south Texas at college. I was there less than
a year but when I came home I resumed playing. I played bass in a trio and in a four-piece and also
did most of the vocals. Later I started singing country music for a few years with local bands.
Meanwhile I married my first wife and had two children. We were married for three + years.
I had a few offers to extend my music. I was offered to sign with a new label in Nashville, and also
offered a contract with two separate producers, and a temporary offer to tour Holiday Inns in the
southwest playing their clubs. I refused all of them because at that time I was trying to settle and
raise a family. Looking back, I think a couple of the offers could have turned out okay.
I had the good fortune to meet some successful musicians during the days I played, all from this
area. Johnny Winter and his brother Edgar, Johnny Preston who I’ve known for quite a while. I was
also acquainted with Janis Joplin while in high school. Not close friends, but casual acquaintances.
She was two years behind me in school. And last but not least, Jivin’ Gene has been a long-time
friend.
I first heard of Ken Major and Ian Saddler through Gene. He mentioned that you may want to talk
to me about my music on your trip here. I never really thought too much about it until I heard from
Jay McCaddin when he told me the circus of a time he had contacting me, only to find out that
Gene and I were neighbors. It is very flattering to me that anyone would be interested in me or
my music, especially at this stage in my life and I am appreciative of it whether this goes one inch
further or not.
I am currently married to my second wife Anna of 37 years. We have five children between us, two
hers, two mine, and one ours, plus 16 grandchildren. Several are into music and make me proud. One
grandson was accepted into the Marine band playing trumpet, and also plays guitar. I have a son
that played drums in a gospel rock band, and two guitar playing nephews that are very good, one
playing in a top local country band and the other playing all over north Texas.
Johnny Bersin
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A select group of six Woodies made the annual TFTW Stompin' USA 2013 pilgrimage to the US;
Gordon Fleming, Brenda Gunn, Dave Thomas and Julie Thomas plus the leader - or fall guy - Ken
Major plus myself, Brenda Guest.
A feature of these tours is the careful room pairings that Ken makes. Even with this small group this
worked well. The Brendas were perfectly suited with one exhibiting OCD and one chronically untidy.
Dave and Julie chose each other many years ago, and Ken and Gordon sharing bad colds coughed
and snored in unison. Ken had devised an itinerary based on Stompers’ requirements, but as usual
everything was an option, very little fixed in stone.
TEXAS
After our nonstop flight to Dallas, Dave and Dawg waiting for a dip
Julie made for their Dallas city hotel in an
upgraded hired car, and the other four wouldbe cowboys/gals rolled their seven seater
waggon to the Rocking L Guest Ranch near
Wills Point, east of Dallas. The spread was
set out like an old western town street,
complete with rocking chairs and friendly
dawgs and the facades concealed all mod
cons such as en suite rooms. There was even
a small swimming pool which Brenda
enjoyed. I was tempted to swim too until I saw
one of the dawgs having a dip. Then I decided
I've had enough health problems without
adding the risk of hard pad and distemper.
We were welcomed like long lost family and
as the only visitors were given complete freedom of the ranch.

Brenda Gunn testing the waters

Four geriatric riders sampled an hour's horseback walking. Brenda was advised on mounting her
horse to a reassuring "Be careful not to rein too hard as this horse has been trained to rear up!!"
After what seemed like an age of hanging on the pommel desperately, I can recall saying to Brenda
that I hadn't had as much fun since my last dental treatment, which had been both painful and
expensive. Eventually we finished the ride and that was when we finally dismounted (or fell off) and
discovered that cowboys walk like that for a reason. Turning our attention to firing a Colt 45 revolver
and a Beretta pistol Ken made a good start by hitting the target, but I think it is only fair to say that
if it was up to us the West would have remained lawless and not won. We were to discover later
during a subsequent casino visit to hear Warren Storm at Coushatta,
that the Indians are winning their land back chip by chip!
Not far from the ranch a "Bluebird" festival in the small town of Wills
Point was enhanced by the local knowledge of the ranch housekeeper
Nina, who also spent time helping Ken and myself have a fruitful and
pleasant session fishing the small ranch lake. We only abandoned the
lake when we started to become the prey of local mosquitoes and
there was talk of Nile virus and snakes!

Brenda and Ken with dinner

Brenda and Gordon had a day in Dallas including the Stockyards
while Ken and myself had a morning speedboat fishing on the
reservoir Lake Tawakoni, with 200 miles of shore line. Our ranch
comrades were depending on us for dinner, no pressure then, but our
catch was good enough for us all to have a fish meal and the crappie,
(pron. crawppie) was pronounced delicious.
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We moved on to Port Arthur where the Thomas’ were waiting anxiously due to a hotel reservation
problem, plus the fact that communication had not been possible from the ranch. Thanks to Dave's
forceful personality we were allocated a superior hotel and got to meet our friend Jivin’ Gene. We
were welcomed like royalty on this occasion and throughout America, only coming down to earth on
our return to the UK with the more familiar "Oh! It's you is it?" Gene escorted us on a tour of the Gulf
Port Museum, but no time for the Tex Ritter museum in Nederland.
LOUISIANA
On to Lafayette and an extended stay resort where Paula treated us to what was called "coon ass"
food, which turned out to be her delicious gumbo and jambalaya - sorry about the drool on the
keyboard! We met up with Ian Saddler and Chris in J.D. Miller’s studio in Crowley, their heads
peeking out of an amazing dusty store of old tapes which Ian was busy cataloguing and assessing
for another ACE CD compilation.
Next was a visit to the ever popular Blue Moon Saloon for a jam session - this coincided with a
subtropical downpour and even the short walk from the car to the club changed Ken into a “swamp
monster” After dripping dry there wasn't much music playing until the manager came up to the
chatting musicians and said "I don't pay you nothing to play nothing!" and some Cajun improvisation
was begun.
For some proper live music we took an excursion to the
Coushatta casino in Kinder. Warren Storm was the top of the bill
but Jivin’ Gene had a guest spot, along with the Alligator Man.
We shared a table with several of Gene’s buddies, including JK,
a cousin of Bobby Charles, and Brenda and Julie had an
opportunity to do what the Brits call “The Stroll” which is of course
a line dance by another name. Warren was in great form, but
limited his drumming. A great and memorable evening.
We were all invited to Woodies Steve and Lynne Lane's remote
holiday home in Arnaudville, yes it can be hired by Woodies,
email: Lynneandstevelane@BTopenworld.com. Our hosts run the Cajun Barn club in Kent and
teach Cajun dancing. The holiday home was
lovely but quite small for all of us, so we
decanted to a larger house on the same plot
where friends Sheryl Cormier - The Cajun Queen
- and other guest musicians arrived, bringing
wonderful Cajun food including boudin, which
was new to me. We were serenaded during the
feast and Lynne and Steve taught us the
intricacies of the Cajun two step.
Jivin’ Gene

Three of us quit early to take a stunning swamp
tour on Lake Martin, familiar to other Stompers,
a bayou with glorious views.

Gordon, me, Dave, Julie, Ken, Brenda at Arnaudville

On the holiday’s first Friday we had a diversion
to Ville Platte where Ian had arranged a meet-up with Floyd Soileau (Swallow Records/Floyd’s
Record Shop fame), and his lovely wife Jinver, plus Johnnie Allen. We then found the new Swamp
Pop museum and were pleased to see Woodie Bill Millar’s name up on the wall; Bill is credited with
popularising the term “Swamp Pop”. Floyd then met up with us at a converted Bank restaurant and
had us laughing with his stories.
That evening the Breaux Bridge Crawfish Festival was uncharacteristically damp and cool and only
the music was uplifting. We met Steve and Lynne again who kindly let us borrow their festival chairs
as my legs felt a little leaden after standing a long while. It was like the Borderline all over again! I'm
afraid I repaid Steve by trampling on his feet as he tried to get me to recall the Cajun two step, but
Ken seemed to have mastered it dancing with Lynne.
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The real highlight of the holiday for me was when
Ken was invited by his American friend Gwen to
see Percy Sledge in Baton Rouge which clashed
with the Saturday Crawfish festival. I went in their
car with Ken, Gwen and her boyfriend Jude,
followed by Jay and Paula. We had no idea what to
expect, but were told it was an annual event in a
large Chevrolet dealership. It was spectacular with
the largest collection of immaculate vintage
American cars I have ever seen. Despite many
notices warning against contact with the over
polished treasures, Paula was unwise enough to
Paula Chamberlain and Gwen Broussard waiting for rest a hand on one for a photograph. An official
Percy Sledge
rushed over immediately to warn her that the
owners did not appreciate such conduct and she sheepishly apologised.
As it was a much warmer day we were pleased that it was a catered event, held in a cathedral scale
repair garage with side rooms. Bottles of coke and water were freely given, and two vast kettledrum
containers of delicious jambalaya were served to everyone who wanted it plus coffee. Salad,
chicken etc. was served in other rooms. A bouncy castle was provided for children and there was a
bucking steer for any who wanted to chance the ride - on average lasting three seconds! A great
band called the Blue Eyed Soul Blues Band entertained us, and I even got a seat!
As time went on the atmosphere became charged with anticipation and atmosphere. This may have
been because at least half of the audience was black, plus sadly the owner of the dealership had
died the night before. By all accounts he had been a much loved employer who had staged this
event for many years. In any case by the time Percy Sledge arrived the excitement was at a
crescendo. The great man appeared with a small entourage to mount the steps of the dais where
he was to perform. Percy appeared as a short chunky very black man with an impressive huge
hanky or mopping cloth. Three minutes silence was called for to respect the late owner, and the
performance began.
Percy's style was to engage the audience personally by singing while looking at individuals in turn.
The eyes closed frequently squeezing out tears which were wiped away with the enormous cloth.
The audience were mesmerised. We all felt wrapped in his warm and tender love. Children were
held up to Percy - it seemed - to be blessed! His daughter also did a couple of songs. All too soon
the set was finished with the iconic "When a Man Loves a Woman" of what was a road to Damascus
experience for me. I even got up from my seat to applaud and when I looked round Ken had tears
of emotion in his eyes and a lump in his throat. Sadly Percy Sledge was whisked away after the
performance, so there was no opportunity to get photos or autographs, but this experience was the
highlight of the trip for me. The others enjoyed Steve Riley and Geno Delafose at the Crawfish.
Ken had been keen to see Little Kenny who he had seen several times before and had produced
really rocking sets, so it seemed only fair to oblige him by going with him to a local bar. To say it was
a modest very local club was an understatement. O'Derbys was full of smoke and without the benefit
of an extractor fan. Little Kenny was great and his rocking numbers really did rock, but he had a
large and disparate band which didn't play our kind of music and was geared to the local crowd's
preferences. More memorably out of the smoke appeared the local vamp - all raunch and grind she asked if Ken and Jay were Paula and my husbands before sweeping Ken off to a dance which
involved a lot of close bodily contact and ear caressing with her lips. After he returned much handled
with the lady still attached, I saw Ken's eyes had glazed over, so I decided to rescue him by
confessing falsely that we were married. At this point Ken was dropped like a hot potato and I was
hugged and apologised too profusely too saying "We don't take other women's husbands here. I'm
married too but I'm just like that!" As if that needed to be said! The attention was then focused on
Jay, so Paula hurriedly asserted that they were married and the vamp sloped off in search of fresh
meat. Surprisingly Ken wasn't as grateful to me for saving him from a fate worse than death as you
might imagine, and he retained that glazed over look all evening.

To be continued...
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George Jones
George Glen Jones born 12th September 1931 in
Saratoga, Texas, died 26th April 2013 aged 81.
George Jones was widely renowned and respected as
the greatest singer of honky tonk songs of all time. Sadly
many of those songs led him to become a victim of that
lifestyle. He learned to play the guitar at a very young age and in 1947 he was hired by husband and
wife duo, Eddie & Pearl, not to be confused with Grand Ole Opry veteran star Minnie Pearl. This led
to George getting his own radio programme as a disc jockey. A fellow D.J. on the same station
noticed George’s close-set eyes and upturned nose and nicknamed him “The Possum” and this
stuck with him for the rest of his life.
A marriage at the age of 18 lasted less than a year. Shortly after this Uncle Sam came knocking at
the door and George joined the Marines in 1950. He was demobbed in 1953 and was promptly
signed by Harold “Pappy” Daily to the newly formed Starday label. His first country hit came in 1955
with ‘Why Baby Why’ which became a worldwide pop hit for Pat Boone.
George recorded a few rockabilly tracks, including ‘Rock It’ which Pappy Daily released under the
name of “Thumper Jones”. This is now a much treasured collector’s item. Jones hated these
recordings so much that he destroyed any of them that he came across. Hence the strong collector’s
item label being placed on these tracks on 45rpm vinyl.
About this time Pappy Daily leased cover versions of well-known songs by George plus other
performers including Sleepy La Beef for budget label recordings. George’s work, for example, was
issued under the pseudonyms of “Johnny Williams”, “Hank Davis” and “Glen Patterson” (collectors
beware as these names were used by other performers hoping to amass false royalties).
His first country no. 1 came in 1959 with a song written by his good friend The Big Bopper. ‘White
Lightning’ reached no. 73 in the Cash Box Top 100 and, despite numerous country hits, ‘White
Lightning’ still remains his biggest pop hit. Sadly for us George never appeared in the UK pop charts.
However, George and the Big Bopper supplied the backing vocals on Johnny Preston’s ‘Running
Bear’. Jones’ second no. 1 county hit was the sensitive version of ‘Tender Years’ which held the no.
1 spot for seven weeks.
At this time Jones was becoming a powerful song writer. He wrote ‘The Window Up Above’ which
became a hug hit for Mickey Gilley. ‘Seasons Of My Heart’ was recorded by Johnny Cash and also
Jerry Lee Lewis - it was a smash hit and reached top twenty chart placings for both artists.
Jones’ flat top crew-cut hair style and gaudy dress attire may look so dated to us now, but he
recorded some of the most poignant and well-known country songs of that time. Songs such as ‘She
Thinks I Still Care’, ‘You Comb Her Hair’, and the up-tempo ‘Who Shot Sam’. ‘The Race Is On’,
although being one of George’s biggest hits, it was Jack Jones who won the charts battle. These
and many other George Jones songs are still being recorded and performed by British artists at
festivals and country music clubs all over the UK today.
Jones recorded prolifically for the Musicor label although most of his albums on this label were less
than 30 minutes long.
He recorded very successful duets with Gene Pitney, ‘I’ve Got Five Dollars And It’s Saturday Night’;
and with Melba Montgomery, ‘We Must Have Been Out Of Our Minds’. In 1970 he recorded the
original version of ‘A Good Year For The Roses’, later a big hit for Elvis Costello. A big concert
favourite of Dr Hook’s ‘Tell Me My Lying Eyes Are Wrong’ is still universally popular with many artists
today.
Cliff Stevens

To be continued...
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

New Orleans never stops with its music entertainment, no matter the season, even during the hotter
summertime months. The city's French heritage practically expects locals and visitors to intuitively
possess or participate in that certain kind of joie de vivre which is ongoing throughout each year
across generations in the Big Easy. It's perhaps this ebullience that helps New Orleans with
resilience and stamina while enjoying every style of music some place, at some time locally.
June brings the Watermelon Festival in Beauregard Parish that lays claim that "the sweetest melons
you will ever find grow on a Sugartown Watermelon Vine!" That slogan in itself sounds like a song
lyric. Upcoming in the month of Louisiana's June, there's the Cajun Culture and Music Festival in
Eunice, the Juneteenth Freedom Festival in Donaldsonville, the Back to the Beach Festival in New
Orleans at Lake Pontchartrain, the French Market Tomato Festival in the French Quarter, the Cajun
Crossroads Festival in Mansfield, Let the Good Times Roll in Shreveport, the Smoked Meat Festival
in Ville Platte, the Spice and Music Festival in Opelousas, the Crab Cookoff and Festival in
LaCombe, the Louisiana Peach Festival in Ruston, Juleps in June in New Orleans, the Cajun
Heartland State Fair in Lafayette, and the Miss Louisiana Pageant in Monroe, to list a few.
From the streets to dives to the Superdome, particularly in New Orleans, live music is in the air
without permeating it. Groups in June include Songwriters Gumbo, Sarah McDoy & the Oopsie
Daisies, the Lagniappe Brass Band, the Yat Pak, Washboard Chaz Blues Trio, Gene Delafose and
the French Rockin’ Boogie, Kermit Ruffins & the Barbecue Swingers, Urbano Latin Night, Chicken
and Waffles, Jeremy Lyons & the Deltabilly Boys, the Palmetto Bug Stompers, Honky-Tonk Open
Mic, John Boutte, Big Chief Monk Boudreaux, Cajun Fais Dos Dos featuring Bruce Daigrepont,
Rockin' Doopsie, Jr. and the Zydeco Twisters, the Top Cats, the Storyville String Band, the Creole
String Beans, the Electrifying Crown Seekers, the Summer Wine Festival (Armand St. Martin
performs for this Patron Party), and the list reaches as far as the eye can see across Louisiana.
Whenever and wherever there is a gathering of any proportion, you can be guaranteed there is
always music, music, music! The Louisiana humidity and high temperatures don't run folks off, thus
bands continue to entertain on stages across the State to hundreds or thousands. Go figure. July
brings in Independence Day with every kind of celebrating including the must-have must-see
fireworks. There's also other Watermelon Festivals that are held in July in Farmerville and in Saline,
plus a Swamp Pop Music Festival in Gonzales, a Pecan Ridge Bluegrass Festival in Jackson, a
Cajun French Music & Food Festival in Lake Charles, the Essence Festival in New Orleans, the
Lebeau Zydeco Festival in Lebeau, the Feliciana Hummingbird Celebration in St. Francisville, the
Catfish Festival in Des Allemands, to suggest some, and there is even the tongue in cheek Running
of the Bulls San Fermin in Nueva Orleans in the French Quarter, not to mention a Christmas in July
in Lafayette and also in Kenner.
A recap of April and May in New Orleans includes the 7 full days of The New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Festival between April 26 and May 5, 2013, featuring music scattered across 12 stages
with up to 50 music acts per day per stage. This year's weather of freezing temperatures one day
and burning-hot statistics the next day, while watching music in the mud, didn't seem to deter the
enormous crowds who piled in from everywhere worldwide. Included were members of several
groups from England that were spearheaded by music writer Ken Major with his USA Stompers.
These music connoisseurs traveled to various American towns in the South enjoying music before
convening upon the "city that care forgot" to check out the music offered locally. Armand and Patty
look forward to enjoying these British friends who comprise a long list of expert music writers,
seasoned music critics, professional musicians, and rare music collectors.
Along with enjoying live music interviews, Louisiana crafts and food booths, music choices abound
at every Jazz Fest with this year's special mentions: The Irma Thomas Tribute to Mahalia Jackson,
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Willie Nelson, Lars Edegran's New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra, Roddie Romero & the Hub City
Allstars, Daryl Hall and John Oates, Pete Fountain, Bobby Lounge and the Recliners, the New
Leviathan Oriental Fox-Trot Orchestra, Henry Butler, Jeffrey Broussard & the Creole Cowboys,
Steve Riley & the Mamou Playboys, the Zion Harmonizers, Little Freddie King Blues Band, Tuba
Skinny, Original Pinettes Brass Band, Tab Benoit, the Dukes of Dixieland, Pine Leaf Boys, James
Andrews & the Crescent City Allstars, Walter Wolfman Washington & the Roadmasters, N'Kafu
African Dance Ensemble, The Savoy Family Cajun Band, Leroy Jones & New Orleans' Finest, John
Mayer, the Boutte Family Gospel, Little Big Town, Rosie Ledet & the Zydeco Playboys, Preservation
Hall Jazz Band, Big Chief Monk Boudreaux & the Golden Eagles Mardi Gras Indians, George
Benson, Wayne Dopsie, Rumba Buena, Andrew Bird, Davell Crawford, Marcia Ball, Guitar Slim, Jr.,
Allen Toussaint, Billy Joel, Fleetwood Mac, plus literally scores more.
Among his own non-stop bookings that pianoman Armand St. Martin certainly enjoys every Jazz
Fest like clockwork is performing at Richard and Vivian Cahn's annually catered pool party/sit-down
dinner soiree that tends to "bring out the music stars under the stars." Richard's father, Jules Cahn,
was a well-known photographer-extraordinaire and documentarian of Jazz Fest and second-lines,
and he was one of the first photographers to chronicle jazz funeral culture with photography and film.
Jules Cahn's name is synonymous with New Orleans music lore. The Jules Cahn Collection resides
at The Historic New Orleans Collection in the French Quarter as a gift from the Cahn Family. His
tape recordings, negatives, prints and films of New Orleans musical traditions cover over half a
century.
Traditionally, pianowoman Marcia Ball, who plays Jazz Fest,
attends the Cahn's invitation-only special event while Armand
entertains on the Studiologic SL-990 keyboard that Marcia funded
for him to purchase in 2005, after Katrina when Armand and Patty
lost all their music gear, equipment, recording studio, and CD
product to the flood. Directly from this private party, Marcia raced
right to her own show at Chickie Wah Wah's, where Armand and
Patty and guests caught Marcia's last set of the night after
Armand finished his own entertainment. At Chickie Wah Wah's,
Marcia said, "I liked your show!" And Armand said, "I liked your
show!" Armand and Patty were delighted to also see their friend
Richard and Vivian Cahn with Jimmy Carpenter on sax with Marcia's band that night. Jimmy
Armand St. Martin at the Cahn's played Jazz Fest with Walter Wolfman Washington's band in
which he is a regular. He was nominated for the Best Saxophonist
annual Jazz Fest soiree.
2012 by a local music magazine and released his own CD,
Photo by Patty Lee.
"Toiling in Obscurity."
In attendance at the same soiree at the Cahn's where Armand entertained were singer Lillian Boutte
and her friends, who danced and sang-along right at the edge of the piano. Says Armand, "Lillian
wears a radiant smile and she can really dance, as well as belt out songs. She is feisty and fun. She
also catches on to my audience interaction. I'd start up a little gag in a song and she'd be right there
with me! She really got into the New Orleans classics I was playing and singing and she said she
hoped we could work together sometime." Lillian Boutte won her first vocal contest at age 11 and
by 1973 was a back-up singer for Allen Toussaint's recording projects. before becoming a lead
singer. Her labels throughout the years, most of them in Europe, include Turning Point, Blues
Beacon, Storyville, Feel the Jazz, Southland, Dinosaur Entertainment, and Calligraph to mention a
few. From 1979-1984 she was an actress and singer in the hit musical, "One Mo' Time."
Blind pianoman Henry Butler arrived later to the party and gravitated right up to Lillian Boutte and
Armand's piano. "I was so happy to see him," Armand smiles. "I told him how we heard that he'd
played Jazz Fest." Armand stopped his song on the spot and said, "Henry, it's me Armand." Henry
answered, "I'm really happy to be here Armand." Armand describes, "He stayed close to my piano
with Lillian and insisted he didn't need a chair as he grooved to my music. We later reminisced about
the good ole days. I reminded him that I had bought a Fender Rhoades Satellite keyboard from him
in the late ‘70s and he remembered what a great electric piano it was." We sat around afterwards in
the house and visited until heading to Marcia's last set. Henry Butler was blinded at birth in 1949
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with glaucoma and has achieved becoming one of the New Orleans
great piano players with at least eight recordings in his discography
on labels like Windham Hill and Impulse. After Katrina's destruction,
Butler relocated to Colorado. An Amazon review by David Rosen
states, "If Mozart had decided to go into blues and funk, he would
play the piano like Henry Butler."
Jazz Fest season seemed jam-packed this year with non-stop
entertainment. Little Big Town, a national touring country act has
charted 14 songs on the Billboard Hot Country Songs charts and
they performed right before Fleetwood Mac headlined. The BritishAmerican rock band, Fleetwood Mac formed first in London in 1967,
and added Lindsey Buckingham and Stevie Nicks in the mid-1970s.
Patty recalls the day well when she happened to be exiting a
restaurant on the Sunset Strip in Los Angeles when she heard
Stevie call her over from across the room. "Distracted, I would have
missed seeing Stevie and Lindsey and saying hello, had Stevie not
gotten my attention." Stevie and Lindsey would hang out at Patty's
Marcia Ball, with Jimmy
house in Laurel Canyon in the mid-1970s in Los Angeles; this was Carpenter on sax and Don
after their album Buckingham Nicks was released. Patty also did a Bennett on bass and vocals.
bit of PR for them "as a favor way back then, for their live shows. We
Chickie Wah Wah's.
were all young and it was fun," she adds, "but I knew they were
Photo by Patty Lee.
extraordinary from the very beginning. I'd never heard a singer's
voice in my life like Stevie's, then and still not now." What Stevie was about to say at the restaurant
was about to change Stevie and Lindsey's lives forever. "We've just signed with this new band," she
beamed. She and Lindsey were seated at a large round table and she introduced me around to the
other musicians. It was Fleetwood Mac. "I had just seen a television special about the original
Fleetwood Mac a few days prior, coincidentally, and really liked them," Patty recalls, "so I was very
excited for them. "I also knew they were terribly struggling as talented musicians in L.A., trying to
make ends meet, so this was big news of the day, like getting a dream job, since Fleetwood Mac
already had a larger following." That was the day they were celebrating their "joining of Fleetwood
Mac and vice versa." It was a brilliant, if not volatile combination of energies and talents throughout
the years. Fleetwood Mac has sold in excess of one hundred million albums (and counting)
worldwide. At Jazz Fest 2013, Fleetwood Mac entertained for nearly 2½ hours to literally tens of
thousands of fans.
Meanwhile, Armand and Patty attended the screening during
Jazz Fest week at the New Orleans Museum of Art (NOMA)
in City Park of Stevie Nick's newly-released feature-length
documentary, "In Your Dreams," based on the personal inside
scoop about the making of her collaborative 2011 album and
the songwriting process that occurred in the making of such
an album of this magnitude by the same title. This project was
accomplished in co-partnership with another superstar,
former Eurythmics' guitarist Dave Stewart, with guest
appearances from her musical Fleetwood Mac cohorts and
big-name musician backup band members. An interesting
Armand St. Martin backstage at the and insightful film experience for superstar Stevie Nicks'
Fleetwood Mac concert at Jazz Fest superfans. Billy Joel also played Jazz Fest. His former
in front of one of the Little Big Town drummer Liberty DeVitto (1975-2005) is the former husband
semi-trucks to haul their equipment. of another longtime friend of Patty's, Mary, whose fashion
model daughter Torrey is currently a regular on the popular
Photo by Patty Lee.
Lifetime television series, Army Wives. Torrey is married to
TV series lead Paul Wesley (short for Wasilewski) in "The
Vampire Diaries." Torrey appears playing violin in Stevie Nicks' music video, "Moonlight (A
Vampire's Dream)." Small world, this is.
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The weekdays between the two Jazz Fest weekends were filled with even more music in every club
imaginable locally as well as special music activities. Armand and Patty attended a variety of other
documentaries at NOMA besides the Nick's documentary screening. A stand-out and must-see is
the lively and entertaining award-winning documentary, "...By and By, New Orleans Gospel at the
Crossroads," about the lives and music (right before and after Katrina) of the gospel singers called
the Electrifying Crown Seekers, headed up and held together by original member since 1965,
James Williams, Sr., a composer, the lead vocals and backup vocals, and lead guitar. After the
screening, a discussion was headed up by Mr. Williams and the co-producer/director, Joe Compton.
"I really enjoyed meeting William in person and hanging out with him after the movie," Armand says.
"I was touched by the way his family and musical family handled the loss from Katrina of their
performance space on South Claiborne Avenue. It was touching to see them, in the documentary,
standing together on the empty lot where the building had been demolished and singing as a tribute
to the lost venue. I remember when that building was built around 1960 and for a modern building it
was very attractive, Armand remembers. "In the city that care forgot, time really passes like a dream
and the shock of Katrina woke us from the dream like Rip Van Winkle and you notice 45 years have
gone by - from when the building was first opened to when it was demolished," Armand says. Even
if you aren't a gospel lover, this will inspire you to change your mind.
Another interesting screen teaser that Armand and Patty
saw was for the upcoming documentary, "Taste of Heaven:
The Heartbreak Life of Raymond Myles." Jones was a high
school music teacher and first released his music on Hep'
Me Records. Davell Crawford, a gospel music performer
and a New Orleans piano player spoke of "Ray J" and
performed several songs live. About Davell, Armand says,
"I think he is great, he is a heck of a piano player, he's very,
very good." A youthful Davell Crawford spoke with Armand
and Patty about "Ray J." after the film trailer. Davell is
called the "Prince of New Orleans." As an aside, Davell's
gospel version of "Louisiana 1927" rivals Marcia Ball's
Armand St. Martin with Davell
blues version of this cover by Randy Newman; all versions
Crawford, and Kathy Sebastian a longheartfelt. First-time filmmaker Lily Keber offered her
time associate of pianoman Allen
documentary teaser also at NOMA of her film, "Bayou
Toussaint, at the "Taste of Heaven..."
Maharajah," the story of "New Orleans piano enigma
screening at NOMA.
James Booker." Armand remembers how he "saw Booker
Photo by Patty Lee.
play a lot in the late 1970's in New Orleans." He adds, "I
was still in my 20s, and Booker's bass player, John Cruz,
also worked with me so we would hang out casually on Booker's breaks. John now plays regularly
with Walter Wolfman Washington. Booker was an amazing player, with a very distinctive unique
style, always energetic, and with an undeniable tartness to his sound." Armand was looking forward
to seeing how this documentary maker handled Booker's life story, but she only presented a film
trailer. Armand says, "Booker was a major light in the constellation of brilliant New Orleans piano
players that influenced me personally."
A tremendous highlight of the Jazz Festival week for
Armand and Patty was the special invitation to attend the
press conference at the Old U.S. Mint in the French Quarter
for the official unveiling of the fully-restored Katrina-ruined
Fats Domino white Steinway grand piano, and to be able to
meet Fats Domino's family to personally "thank them for
their father's immeasurable contribution to New Orleans
through his music." This press conference was only
attended by a handful: The Lt. Governor of Louisiana, Jay
Dardenne; his Chief of Staff Cathy Berry; four daughters of
Armand St. Martin in front of blown-up Fats Domino (Andrea Domino Brimmer, Antoinette Domino
photo of Katrina-destroyed Fats
Smith, Anola Domino Hartzog, Adonica Domino) and their
Domino piano. Photo by Patty Lee.
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immediate family members; the Director and Assistant
Secretary, Mark Tullos, Jr., the Director of Collections, Greg
Lambousy, and the in-house staff photographer, Mark Sindler,
all of the Louisiana State Museum, and select paparazzi and
museum personnel. Armand St. Martin was the only piano
player in attendance, becoming the "first professional New
Orleans piano player, since Fats Domino wasn't present, to
actually get to touch the keys of Fats' restored grand." Armand
said, "I was going to play 'Ain't That a Shame' on he piano until
I hit the first chord and realized that it was fully restored except
for the tuning!"
Fats Domino fully restored Katrina
Armand continues, "I got a laugh out of Fats' daughters by damaged Steinway grand. (L-R)
standing up to the piano and acting like I was going to bump it Lt. Governor Jay Dardenne, Fats
Domino's daughters: Andrea
across the stage the way Fats does at some of his concerts!
Domino Brimmer, Antoinette
They all knew what I meant!" Armand adds, "Fats Domino is
Domino
Smith, Anola Domino
one of my piano heroes like Booker, Tuts, Professor Longhair,
Hartzog, Adonica Domino.
Jerry Lee Lewis, Mickey Gilley, Roosevelt Sykes, Charles
Photo by Patty Lee.
Brown, Allen Toussaint, Dr. John, Champion Jack Dupree, and
Archibald as members of the aforementioned constellation.
What separates Fats from all the rest, for me, is how many of his songs I heard in my early
informative years in childhood. On television, his glowing
and joyous face singing sideways as he played piano
made a memorable impression beyond just the songs. His
good attitude and happiness transcended the songs
themselves. I love his classic songs that I mix in with my
originals when I play live, like Walkin' to New Orleans,
Blueberry Hill, Fat Man, Sick and Tired, plus more. He's
just always been irresistibly joyful to me. It was a real thrill
and honor to be included in the historic press event. By the
time the media left the Old U.S. Mint, the story went viral.
People are interested in this story of how Fats' piano was
saved and restored after Katrina, and about the family
Recording artist Charles Brimmer, members' own reminiscing about the famous white
Andrea Domino Brimmer, Armand St. Steinway grand piano which always had been in their
Martin, Anola Domino Hartzog,
father's home before Katrina." The restored piano will
Antoinette Domino Smith, Adonica remain
as
a
Domino, Andrea and Charles
centerpiece of an
Brimmer's son at the official unveiling expanded music
of the restored Steinway.
collection at the
Photo by Patty Lee.
Louisiana
State
Museum.
After meeting the Fats Domino family at the official unveiling
of their father's restored Steinway, we set in motion the
brunch with Armand and Patty, and Ken Major's TFTW
Stompin' USA 2013 group, to enjoy a casual interview and
meet-up with Charles and Andrea Domino Brimmer which
was another highlight of Jazz Fest time. Attending were Dooky Chase Restaurant, (L to R,
Brits, Ken Major, Gordon Fleming, Brenda Gunn, Brenda seated) Brenda Guest, Armand St.
Guest, and Dave Thomas, with Armand St. Martin and Patty Martin, Brenda Gunn, and Andrea
Lee. Charles and Andrea chose Dooky Chase so the Brimmer Domino. (L to R, standing)
English visitors could experience real New Orleans dining, Ken Major, restaurant manager and
cooked by Leah Chase herself back in the kitchen. Leah childhood friend of Charles, Gordon
was born in 1923 and has a list of credits "a mile long!" She Fleming, Charles Brimmer, Dave
is 90 and still going strong, having celebrated her birthday in
Thomas. Photo by Patty Lee.
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January 2013. In 1945 she married a musician, Edgar Dooky
Chase II, whose parents owned Dooky Chase Restaurant
and the rest is history. Presidents have dined there, she's
authored cookbooks, won awards, prepared meals en
masse, and collected an enormous amount of original fine art
that hangs in the restaurant. Dooky celebrated his 85th
birthday in March 2013 with a musical fundraising lunch
which makes sense coming from a big band leader and
musician whose wife is a celebrated world class chef. Before
the brunch had ended, Armand sat down with Dooky for
some scatting to jazz standards.

Armand St. Martin and Dooky
The world has had access to Fats Domino's musical history
Chase, Sr. at Dooky Chase
for years, and everyone is relieved Fats survived Katrina with Restaurant. Photo by Patty Lee.
his family. Music appreciators may want to be aware of
another Fats family member who is musically inclined and that brings us back to Fats' son-in-law.
Charles Brimmer, the "Soul Man," will appear at the Ponderosa Stomp 2013. Born in 1948 in the
Lower Ninth Ward of New Orleans, he looks as good today as he did in the 1970's. "Charles has a
sterling and stirring vocal sound, and it is time for him to re-emerge as a major player in the music
scene and hopefully the Ponderosa Stomp will provide a launch. I love listening to Charles' music.
I love that it is funky New Orleans seventies soul," Armand adds. Dave Thomas spent his time
during our brunch sitting next to Charles Brimmer; Dave was brimming over with his own knowledge
of Charles Brimmer's music. The added touch of the personal input, directly from Charles himself,
was "the icing on the Leah Chase cake!" (See a further article next issue by Dave Thomas.) Armand
was particularly impressed with how "Charles grew up in the Lower Ninth Ward and was such a
standout baseball player in his early high school years that he was recruited to play and attend
school at St. Augustine High School (out of his own neighborhood) which was a big life changer for
him. His success with high school and with baseball exemplified his ability to achieve whatever
goals he sets for himself, even in music."
Andrea Domino Brimmer is poised, friendly, articulate, and gracious. Every guest agreed that "at the
brunch, Andrea was very generous to share recent pictures on her cell phone camera of her family
life and recent private events at Fats Domino's home. Her cell phone video of Fats at the piano
singing along with Lloyd Price is priceless!" Armand thanked her. "It was electrifying for me, as a
New Orleans piano player, to get to touch the keys of your family piano and to be invited into the
photographs with your family and the Lt. Governor at the official Steinway unveiling." Armand
explained, "Fats has always been my hero and his music is always happy music and I like my music
to be happy music too. He's a huge inspiration to me." Armand described how "Fats has the unique
signature triplet sound that drives most of his songs and is recognized around the world." By the end
of the brunch, Andrea reported to all, "My father is doing very well."

Jam at Melvin's. Various New Orleans musicians
watching Armand St. Martin's solo piano playing.
Photo by Patty Lee.
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A music jam at Melvin's on St. Claude with
Armand sitting in on keyboard, after being
invited by guitarist John T. Lewis to attend,
was a night to remember for the Ken Major
Stomping USA group (Ken Major, Brenda
Guest, Brenda Gunn, Dave and Julie
Thomas, Gordon Fleming), as well as for
Armand and Patty. Armand had played at
Melvin's several years ago and was willing
to check it out again. This dive turned out
to be a best kept secret for enjoyable
music and inexpensive drinks on the
cutting edge of life in the Marigny.
More next time, so stay tuned...

Linda Gail Lewis - Gas Station Flowers
Good friend and Woody John Fisher passed this disc to me at
the April Borderline show, with Linda Gail’s blessing.
Recorded last year in Germany and produced by major Killer
fan Rolf Bresser, it may well be an import but this impressive
release is well worth tracking down. With vocal support from
daughter Annie Marie Dolan, Linda is backed by her regular
UK band, consisting of guitarist Andy Williams, Pete Hardy on
bass and drummer Gary Agar. The material runs the whole
gamut of rock, gospel, country, ballads and more, with Linda
showing how she has blossomed into a truly fine entertainer.
So here is a brief run through the fifteen tracks:
The opening number, Cadillac Rock, one of several written by
Joakim Arnell, is a pacey belter with some pounding piano,
while Love Keeps Callin’, a Joakim and Annie co-write, is another rocker featuring some strong
piano playing. The title track is a clever song, taken at a slower tempo with tuneful piano and a
sincere expressive vocal. An excellent interpretation of Mickey Jupp’s Till Honky Gets Tonky Again
is performed with feeling, but the poppy Big Bayou is perhaps just a little too fast, while Dreams Of
You is a well-sung ballad.
Linda wrote Dark And Lonely Road, which Annie recorded on her own CD in 2010. Linda does it in
a quicker fashion, with rollin’ piano and a rockin’ guitar break. Pretty Little Pictures is often a feature
of Linda’s live shows, and she did record it as a duet with Robbie Fulks. Here it is a tad faster with
good flowing piano.
Two numbers recorded by brother Jerry rock like crazy – Ubangi Stomp and Lovin’ Up A Storm –
with Andy Williams supplying some ripping guitar licks.
I’ll Be There (If You Ever Want Me) is a Ray Price song, and although I’ve never heard the original
I can only imagine it being pretty tame compared to the Rock’n’Roll treatment the song is given here.
Fill My Day Every Day With Love is one of those uplifting spiritual songs that is a delight to listen to,
and Roll On (Clickety Clack) is a true toe-tapper that moves along like a locomotive with some terrific
guitar picking.
Annie is the lead vocalist on Chuck Berry’s Don’t You Lie To Me which suits her as she delivers it
in confident style, and the ballad By Your Side which is sung with feeling.
Linda Gail has recorded a number of CDs, and this is certainly one of the very best of them. Highly
recommended.
Lee Dresser & the Krazy Kats - Time, Time, Time
Friend of the Woodies, Lee Dresser kindly sent me his latest CD release to see what I think of it so,
having spun it a few times, here goes:
Basically this is a disc of two halves – the first portion consisting of eight tracks written by Lee, most
of which were recorded during the past year. The remainder are cover versions of Rock’n’Roll
standards which were cut in 1958. It is actually interesting to hear these interpretations of what were
popular rockers at the time – and, in fact, still are today. So, taking the oldies first there are two
instrumentals, Rawhide, which drives along in a Link Wray vein and a rather neat Guitar Boogie
Shuffle.
Great Balls Of Fire features a spirited echoey vocal and pumping piano, and other Killer songs –
Loving Up A Storm, High School Confidential, Mean Woman Blues and Breathless – also show
Jerry Lee’s influence with mainly strong vocals and dashing piano to the fore. Sweet Little Sixteen
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and Good Golly Miss Molly are very reasonable renditions, but after having played the originals for
half-a-century they obviously suffer by comparison.
With regard to the new songs, the title track is lively and catchy with a sing-a-long type chorus. Born
To Rock is a good number with the addition of a harmonica, while saxophone embellishes the
excellent bluesy rocker Charlye Mae. You Keep Me Up All Night has a beaty Bo Diddley sound and
The Feeling Is There is an upbeat tune with a robust rockabilly style vocal and guitar. A title such as
Boogie Woogie Rockabilly should give you the general idea, while No Vacancy really swings along
is fine style and Hope You Have A Good Time has a grand shuffle beat.
Overall this CD is well worth listening to in its entirety, but perhaps it would be better hearing it in
two separate sessions – the old and the new. Anyway, Lee Dresser & the Krazy Kats are dyed-inthe-wool Rock’n’Rollers who deserve our support so may I suggest that you give this disc a try.
Lee Wilkinson

Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Hi Gang,
Back again for another Buzz column, only this time an extended one as I include an overview of the
recent Hemsby weekender No 50. Firstly I have to apologise to Willie & Varick Jeffrey as this not a
complete review of the entire weekend as I only saw the American headliners and one British
support act. With most of our regular reviewers holidaying in the States on the annual USA
Stomping trips, I was left with little option but to scribble a few words on what I saw and felt.
What can I say!!! Except to say if this was not the best Hemsby in its long history it must be pretty
darn close to be in the top few.
I have only ever seen Freddy Cannon once before at the
esteemed London Palladium some dozen or so years ago.
I thought he was pretty top notch then on a bill that included
more than a couple of eye opening very late fifties/early
sixties acts. Sadly, I missed him at the Rhythm Riot a few
years back, but tonight he was simply stunning, a wall of
sound so expertly created by the Big Boy Bloater Band
including Nick Lunt on sax adding to the excellent horn
section. I was jumping up and down so high to the opening
Freddy Cannon 2008
number Tallahassee Lassie that I obliterated the vision of
© Paul Harris
Dave Travis who was standing behind me close centre
stage front. Way Down Yonder In New Orleans followed in quick succession. If you’re going to knock
out two of your most famous numbers at the start of the show means you are going to get something
special quite apart from total stage confidence. Special indeed is what we got. For once the whole
hall was involved, clapping, cheering and singing along to his back catalogue which many of us
feared we may not get; Palisades Park, Abigail Beecher, Buzz Buzz A Diddle It (my personal
favourite in which Freddy strapped on a guitar playing rhythm to Bloater’s brilliant lead),
Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy, and Action which led briefly into Land Of 1000 Dances. There is no
doubt that this was the real deal; he meant every second of it, coming across as a Rock’n’Roll
legend should, both in sounds created and stage presence. Along the way we got his take on Big
Joe Turner’s Shake Rattle & Roll with original Big Joe Lyrics, often overlooked in favour of the
cleaned up Bill Haley cover version. Freddy hides nothing regarding admiration of Chuck Berry,
relating the story when, as a young lad of 15 or 16, he saw Chuck perform in young Freddy’s home
town of Boston, Massachusetts, a life changing event which made him all the more determined to
become a professional singer himself. Little Queenie and Roll Over Beethoven were drawn from the
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merry Berry song book before reprising Tallahassee Lassie again which he stated he does on every
show now in honour of his mother who helped to compose this classic slice of wonderful primitive
Rock’n’Roll.
It was a truly fine Saturday night, and I can’t think of a better way of spending it than in the company
of Freddy Cannon and a great rockin’ band.
The night previous showcased Sid & Billy King, a veteran Rockabilly duo whose recording
pedigree stretches back to 1953. I have seen Sid & Billy before several times; Hemsby, Rhythm Riot
and the very first time way back in the 1980s when they played London’s legendary 100 Club. With
Sid at 80 and Billy just eighteen months younger, you could surely be forgiven for being in
trepidation before the pair hit the stage. To say they were as good as any time I have seen them,
they were more than that, this was the best gig I have seen them do. Sid sang, keeping rhythm on
his guitar, his voice powerful and showing literally no sign of wear and tear; Billy who had recently
undergone a hip replacement operation, played all those licks you wanted to hear, as they ran
through their glorious fifties recordings, Purr Kitty Purr, Crazy Little Heart, Sag, Drag & Fall, Gonna
Shake This Shack Tonight, I’ve Got The Blues, Put Something In The Pot Boy as well as recounting
the story when they met the then unknown Buddy Holly in his home town of Clovis Texas before
rockin’ out on I Like It. The Texan duo then played homage to a native Texas hero in the shape of
the Big O with a work out of Ooby Dooby. Sid stepped back to let his little brother Billy take the
spotlight with an airing of the Santo & Johnny classic Sleep Walk. Sid back at the mike gave us My
Baby Left Me along with a faithful rendition of Carl Perkins’ Blue Suede Shoes. Must dig out the CD
of Sid & Billy to remind me of that wonderful hour spent watching them perform a few feet from
where I stood.
Jimmy Cavello had the unenviable task of following Freddy Cannon, a
mission impossible. However, the saxophone veteran, whom I believe still
performs in the club he owns in Florida, took the stage at midnight. Striking
figure, perfectly groomed grey hair parted on the side, literally no sign of any
thinning (a touch of jealousy perhaps - H), smart silver grey suit, can this man
really be an astounding 86 years of age? Is it really ten years since I saw this
man strutting and a honkin' on a Hemsby stage? Not the slightest sign of any
unsteadiness on those feet as he blew and sang through a set that ran over
schedule. No stopping this man; if I did not know different I would swear he
ain’t yet seen 50. Cavello Bounce, Good Rockin Tonight, Jump Jive, along with
visiting the song book of one of his heroes Fats Domino with Poor Me, Blue
Monday, The Big Beat, and a tip of the hat to Bill Haley with Rock The Joint.
Jimmy Cavello
2004 © Paul Harris

Jimmy was brought in at the last minute as a replacement for the very sick
Marshall Lytle. News reached the TFTW office that Marshall has since sadly
died. Jimmy gave us the often performed Bill Doggett classic Honky Tonk
before giving us the tune that no doubt would make us this side of the ocean Rock Rock Rock from
the film of the same night. What can I say? Yet another high on a weekend of highs, I don't know if
we are going to see Jimmy again on a UK stage. If he does make another trip, I for one am sure
going to be there.
Sunday evening was time for the weekender’s final American headliner. I have never seen Bobby
Hendricks before on his previous visits. Again totally belying his years, the man who replaced Ben
E King in the Drifters looked sharp and cool in a tonic mohair suit, a hat perched on his bonce
looking a cross between a trilby and pork pie style and certainly
a splendid array of Hollywood teeth. He lived up to all
expectations as he ran through a selection of Drifter’s tunes that
he either recorded with them or were from before he joined.
My personal favourite Drip Drop was included in an
atmospherically warm and, for the mostly part, pretty tight set. A
favourite of many a Woodie, Itchy Twitchy Feeling, the
legendary Drifters first recording way back in 1954 Money
Honey, the surprise of the set for me Hi Heel Sneakers, before
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Bobby Hendricks 2010
© Paul Harris

hitting the period most associated with the Drifters, the early sixties. On Broadway, Stand By Me,
There Goes My Baby, Save The Last Dance For Me, all delivered on the nail. Magic Moments and
Fools Fall In Love, the latter reprised as an encore; a faultless performance. Once again I wandered
away from stage front feeling elated by what I had just witnessed. Shaking hands and saying my
goodbyes to the many Woodies, friends and faces who have, like me, attended many of these past
fifty Hemsbys; looking forward to the next fifty.
Once again apologies to Willie and Varick for the pretty brief review, in particular profound apologies
to all the acts that failed to get a mention as I was not present to see them. Even our official TFTW
photographer for these non-TFTW events was not present at No 50 so we had to do the best we
can to knock out the photos to accompany the words.
Before I go folks and hand over to Dave 'Jazz Junction’ Carroll for his consistently impeccable gig
guide, I must mention the wonderful news that Jimmy Powell, he of Sugar Babe, Tom Hark etc. will
be joining us upon the 26th January 2014 at the Borderline, London for our 2is 9/British Rock’n’Roll
Heritage Show, which now completes the line-up. Chris Andrews, Mike Berry, Jimmy Powell, Buddy
Britten, Lee Curtis. Looks like one hell of another show. Our wonderful Tales From The Woods
Houseband, which now includes that baritone sax man Sid Phillips, taking time off from the
Rebelrousers once in a while to be with us. As always the doors will be 5pm through to 10.30pm
and we anticipate having the tickets for sale quite soon. Watch this space as they say.
That's enough from me, See you all in Issue 74. Have a great late spring, early summer.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
June 2013
11
Tuesday
The James Hunter Six
Back to the venue where James Hunter would appear as support to many a great name.
100 Club
£17.50 + fees
14
Friday
Charles Bradley & his Extraordinaires
Daptone Records artist promoting his second solo album.
Islington Assembly Hall
SOLD OUT
15
Saturday
Evelyn ‘Champagne’ King + Linda Clifford
Two soul divas for the price of, well, two. Both representing much more than their disco reputations.
Islington Assembly Hall
CANCELLED
18
Tuesday
Eve Selis
Americana artist who has been called ‘the queen of roadhouse rock’. Sounds like a pejorative to me.
Half Moon
£10
19
Wednesday Steve Forbert
It’s from Bush Hall to the 100 Club for a resurgent Steve prior to his Glastonbury appearance. Is that a
positive or negative?
100 Club
£17.50 + fees
21
Saturday
Robert Randolph & The Family Band
Pedal steel guitarist and family providing exciting funk and soul at sit-down club.
Ronnie Scott’s First house 6.00 pm. Second house 10.30 pm
£35 - £50 + fees
25
Tuesday
John Lee Hooker Jr
Son of famous father with his own more modern style.
100 Club
£16.50
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25
Tuesday
Jimmy Cliff
Expect songs from his latest album and measure against his best.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£27.50 & £32.50 + fees
26
Wednesday The Congos
The art of Jamaican vocals beats at the heart of the Congos.
Jazz Café
£15
26
Wednesday George Thorogood & The Destroyers
Former great white blues hope adds another night having sold out one show already.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
SOLD OUT
28-30 Fri-Sun
Little Freddie King
‘Living legend of Louisiana lo-fi blues’ supported by West Weston’s Bluesonics.
Ain’t Nothin’ But
29/30 Sat/Sun
Candi Staton
Southern soulstress continuing the ongoing affair with her British fans. ‘You got the love’. ‘No, you got the
love’.
Jazz Cafe
£25
July 2013
1/2
Mon/Tue
The Blind Boys of Alabama
Gospel legends still including one founding member, Jimmy Carter, more than seventy years on.
Jazz Café
£25
10
Wednesday Shuggie Otis
A cult figure for three albums over a five year period from 1969, but better known as the a son of a famous
Johnny.
Village Underground, 54 Holywell Lane, Shoreditch EC2A 3PQ £22 + fees
15/16 Mon/Tue
The Fabulous Thunderbirds
A popular blues band in its early years, still entertaining over 30 years on.
Jazz Café
£25
16
Tuesday
Ben Harper & Charlie Musselwhite
Following their collaborative album, ‘an evening of the blues’ is announced.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£26 + fees
17
Wednesday Bettye Lavette
Deserved success has come late for this soul lady. Expect the odd soul song among stunning interpretations
of rock ones.
Under The Bridge
£22 + fees
18
Thursday
Mud Morganfield
Vying for the title of best of the sons of the famous fathers.
The Eel Pie Club at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£17 + fees
23
Tuesday
Mud Morganfield
As above
The Blues Kitchen, Camden. ‘Onstage 10.00 pm’

Free
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25
Thursday
Danny Thompson & Darrell Scott
Veteran bass player who gained considerable fame for his folk contributions joins up with American singersongwriter and multi-instrumentalist.
Half Moon
£13
26
Friday
Lee Fields & The Expressions
A man faithful to the ethos of soul music showing the young ones how it’s done.
Under The Bridge
£18.50 + fees
28
Sunday
Toots & The Maytals
Legend whose reggae got soul tours once more.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£27 + fees
28/29 Sun/Mon
Taj Mahal
Eclectic blues man who likes his music to be danceable.
Under The Bridge
£27.50 + fees
August 2013
3
Saturday
Dave Peabody & Bob Hall
Two senior British bluesmen and former members of Savoy Brown at Brook’s Blues Bar promotion.
Jazz Café Posk, 238-246 King Street W6 0RF
£8
22
Thursday
Joe Louis Walker & His Full American Band + The Aynsley Lister Band
Senior American blues man being supported by British ‘blues phenomenon’ who has ‘youth and good looks’
– obviously without which you can’t play the blues.
The Garage £19.50 + fees
September 2013
2
Monday
Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings
The hardest working woman in soul music back to give the people what they want.
Islington Assembly Hall
£25 / £35+ fees
23
Monday
Tony Joe White
Swamp rock, singer-songwriting legend comes out from behind the shades for London gig.
Jazz Café
£23
October 2013
9
Wednesday Charles Bradley & his Extraordinaires
A swift return for those who missed out on his June appearance at the Islington Assembly Hall.
Koko £20 + fees
23
Wednesday Eric Bibb
Folk-blues from Finnish resident.
Queen Elizabeth Hall £15 - £25

2is 9/British Rock'n'Roll Heritage Show at the Borderline
On Sunday January 26th 2014
Chris Andrews
Mike Berry
Jimmy Powell
Buddy Britten
Lee Curtis
Tales From The Woods Houseband featuring Sid Phillips
Rockin’ Ricky MC
John Howard DJ
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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